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methodshave been employedto study
the effects of computer-based literacy activities
in classrooms. However, since the early 1980s,
when computers first became available in classrooms, research has predominantly entailed conventional
experiments comparing the effectiveness of instructional
interventions with and without computers (Means et al.,
1993). Nonetheless, literacy researchers have consistently
argued that experimental studies alone cannot provide
useful information about how computer-based activities
might enhance literacy in schools (e.g., Bruce & Rubin,
1993; Dickinson, 1986; Mehan, 1989; Michaels & Bruce,
1989; Reinking & Bridwell-Bowles, 1991; Reinking &
Pickle, 1993; Rubin & Bruce, 1990; Venezky, 1983). That
view reflects a broader concern among many educational
researchers who believe that new approaches to research
are needed to address the complex factors affecting instruction and learning in classrooms (e.g., Eisenhart&
Borko, 1993;Jackson, 1990; Smagorinsky, 1995).
A limitation of conventional experiments is that they
do not typically focus on the many interacting variables
that influence the effectiveness of computer-based interventions in schools, nor do they shed much light on how
a particularcomputer-based activity might produce
unique effects depending on how it is integrated into a
particulareducational environment. Instead, in conventional experiments researchers try to control the influence

Diverse

of most situational factors; they try to ensure that an intervention is implemented uniformly despite different circumstances; and they focus on postintervention outcomes
instead of what happens while the intervention is implemented. In addition to limiting the variables and outcomes considered, these characteristicsof conventional
experiments may perpetuate a point of view that restricts
the influence of technology in schools. As Emihovich and
Wager (1992) stated,
[computers]are perceivedas add-onsto the educational
process...thisperceptionwill not change until educators
begin to realizethatmediaor technologyuse in schools
should be examinedfroma holisticculturalperspective.
Thatis, the introductionof any new technologyshouldbe
consideredin relationto its effect on the school cultureas
a whole. (pp. 435-436)
The limitations of conventional experiments have
been offset by qualitative and ethnographic studies examining how computer-based activities might affect literacy
in classrooms (e.g., Dickinson, 1986; Friedman, 1990;
Labbo, 1996; McGee, 1987; Mehan, 1989; Turner &
Depinto, 1992; von Tetzchner, Rogne, & Lilleeng, 1997).
Such studies typically document carefully what happens
in classrooms when a computer-based application is introduced. However, typically they do not directly address
two related questions that are particularlyrelevant to instruction:What factors add to or detract from an interven-
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A formative experiment investigating the use of multimedia book reviews to
increase elementary students' independent reading
Usingthe methodologyof a formative
experiment(Jacob,1990),
thisstudyinvestigated
how a computer-based
instructional
intervention(creatingmultimedia
reviewsof books)mightbe implementedto achievea valuedpedagogical
goalin literacyinstruction
the amountanddiversityof elementary
students'inde(increasing
withformative
the folpendentreading).Consistent
experiments,
(a) Whatfactorsin the educalowingquestionswereaddressed:
tionalenvironment
enhanceorinhibittheintervention's
effectiveness
in achievingthe pedagogicalgoal?(b) Howcanthe intervention
and its implementation
be modifiedduringthe experimentto
achievemoreeffectivelythepedagogical
goal?(c) Whatunantici(d)
patedpositiveornegativeeffectsdoestheintervention
produce?

Hastheeducational
environment
changedas a resultof the intervention?Diversequantitative
andqualitative
dataweregathered
and5 fifth-grade
classduring2 academicyearsin 4 fourth-grade
roomsin 3 schools.Majorfindingsincludethatthe successof the
intervention
wasrelatedto themediating
effectsof usingtechnology, changesin the interactions
amongstudentsandteachers,the
administrative
climateof a school,teachers'
of theirtechperceptions
nologicalexpertise,andstudents'engagementin relationto their
effectswere
readingability.Alsodiscussedarewhatunanticipated
observedandtheextentto whichtherespective
classroom
environmentswerechangedby theintervention

Un experimento formativo en el que se investiga el uso de revisiones multimedia de libros para
promover la lectura independiente en estudiantes primarios
Mediante
el uso de un experimento
formativo
(Jacob,1990),este
laformaen queunaintervenci6n
basaestudioinvestig6
pedag6gica
daen la computadora
revisiones
multimedia
de libros)po(creando
driaimplementarse
paraalcanzarun objetivopedag6gicovalioso
en la ensefianza
de la lectoescritura
la cantidad
(aumentando
y diversidad
de laslecturas
de estudiantes
En
independientes
primarios).
coincidenciacon los experimentos
se formularon
las
formativos,
(a) Quefactoresdel contextoeducativoprosiguientespreguntas:
mueveno inhibenla efectividad
de la intervenci6n
paralograrel ob(b) C6mopuedenmodificarse
la intervenci6n
jetivopedag6gico?
y
su implementaci6n
duranteel experimento
paralograrm.s eficazmenteel objetivopedag6gico?
(c) ?Queefectosno anticipados
pos-

itivoso negativosproducela intervenci6n?
el
(d) ?Sehamodificado
contextoeducativo
comoresultado
de laintervenci6n?
Serecogieron
diversosdatoscuantitativos
durante
2 afiosacademicos
y cualitativos
en aulasde 4?y 5' gradoen 3 escuelas.Losprincipales
hallazgos
fueronel exitode la intervenci6n
y su relaci6ncon los efectosmediadoresdel uso de la tecnologia,
los cambiosen lasinteracciones
entreestudiantes
de la escuela,
y docentes,el climaadministrativo
las percepcionesde los docentesacercade su conocimiento
tecde los estudiantes
en relaci6nconsu hanol6gicoy el compromiso
bilidadde lectura.Tambien
se discutenlos efectosno anticipados
en loscontexquese observaron
y el alcancede lasmodificaciones
tos escolaresrespectivos
debidosa la intervenci6n.

Ein formatives Experiment untersucht die Verwendung von Multimedia-Buchrezensionenzur
Verbesserung des eigenstandigen Lesens der Grundschuiler
Durch Nutzungder Unterrichtsmethodik
als ein formatives
dieseStudiewie die durch
(Jacob,1990)untersuchte
Experiment
vermittelte
vonAnweisungen
(mittelsSchaffung
Computer
Erteilung
von Multimedia-Buchrezensionen)
eingesetztwerdenk6nnte,umrn
ein bewertbarespidagogisches Ziel bei den Lese- und
Schreibanweisungen(durch Steigerung von Menge und
des eigenstandigen
Lesensbei Grundschilern)
zu
Mannigfaltigkeit
erreichen.
InEinklang
mitformativen
wurdendiefolExperimenten
genden Fragen angeschnitten:(a) Welche Faktoren im
der
Unterrichtsbereich
steigernoder hemmendie Effektivitat
Intervention
zurErreichung
despcidagogischen
Zieles?
(b)Wiekann
dieIntervention
undihreDurchsetzung
desExperimentes
imVerlauf
Zielnocheffektiverzu
verdindert
werden,um das padagogische
gestalten?(c) Welchenichtvorhergesehenen
positivenodernegativen Effekteentstehenaus der Intervention?
(d) Hat sich das

Unterrichtsumfeld
als Folgedieses Eingriffes
verdndert?
Diverse
undqualitative
Datenwurdeniber 2 Unterrichtsjahre
quantitative
in Klassenrdiumen
der 4tenund 5tenKlassein 3 SchulenzusamAlswesentliche
mengestellt.
Ergebnisse
gelten,dassderErfolgder
Intervention
in direkterRelationzu den effektivvermittelnden
EinfltNssender Technologieanwendung
stand, sowie der
in dergegenseitigen
unterSchOlern
Wechselwirkung
Beeinflussung
undLehrern,
dem administrativen
KlimaderSchule,derseitensder
Lehrerempfundenen
undEigenbeurteilung
ihrertechAuffassung
unddasScholerengagement
in Relation
Sachkenntnis,
nologischen
zu ihrenLeseleistungen.
Ebenfallswerdendie nichtvorhergesehenenodererwarteten
Effekteangesprochen
undderUmfang,in
welchem sich die jeweiligeKlassenraumumwelten
durch die
Intervention
wandelten.
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tion's success in accomplishing a valued pedagogical
goal? More important, how might the intervention be
adapted in response to those factors to better accomplish
that goal?
In the present investigation we addressed these relevant questions and the limitations of the methodologies of
previous research by adopting an approach to classroom
research that has been referred to as a formative experiment (Jacob, 1992; Newman, 1990). Formativeexperiments, as we will describe more fully in a subsequent
section, investigate how instructionalinterventions can be
adapted in response to factors that enhance or inhibit
their effectiveness in achieving a pedagogical goal.
Furthermore,formative experiments aim to reveal a wide
range of interactingfactors and events that influence an
intervention's effectiveness and its unanticipated
consequences.
The instructional intervention reported here involved fourth- and fifth-grade students and their teachers
in creating multimedia book reviews related to their independent reading. We employed a formative experiment
to investigate how we might engage elementary school
students and their teachers in creating multimedia book
reviews with the goal of increasing the amount and diversity of students' independent reading. Our study encompassed nine classrooms in three schools during 2
academic years.
Formative experiments may be especially applicable
to conducting classroom research aimed at investigating
computer-based interventions because the expected advantages of such interventions have been difficult to
achieve (Newman, 1990). On the one hand, it is clear
that much of the interest in educational uses of computers has been related to the belief that they have strong
potential to transformpositively the standard modes of
teaching and learning in schools (e.g., Cuban, 1986;
InternationalSociety for Technology in Education, 1998;
Lemke, 1998; Leu, 2000; Newman, 1990; Papert, 1993;
Sheingold, 1991). On the other hand, it is also clear that
simply introducing innovative, powerful, computer-based
activities into a classroom is often not enough to realize
this potential (Means, 1994; Reinking, Labbo, & McKenna,
in press). Furthermore,there has been a tendency to focus inordinately on acquiring technology without a concomitant attention to establishing clear pedagogical goals
that its acquisition will promote (Labbo & Reinking, 1999;
Reeves, 1992) and a tendency to use technology in perfunctory ways that are not meaningfully integrated into
instruction (U.S. Congress, 1995).
Indeed, Papert (1993) has argued that schools often
intentionally or unintentionally subvert any possibility
that new technologies will transformexisting instructional
practice. Even under the best of circumstances, integrat-

ing technology into instruction requires that teachers and
administratorsdeal with a variety of technological, logistical, curricular,financial, and other obstacles not typically
associated with other interventions (Gustafson, 1993;
Hadley & Sheingold, 1993). Even when computer-based
activities are specifically designed to transformteaching
and learning, they may be implemented in a way that
maintains the status quo. A well-documented example is
the work of Bruce and his colleagues (Bruce & Peyton,
1990; Bruce & Rubin, 1993; Michaels & Bruce, 1989; cf.
Miller & Olson, 1994) who have conducted extensive investigations of a computer-based intervention called
QUILL,which was designed and implemented with the
goal of increasing authentic reading and writing activities
in middle-grade classrooms. However, they found that
the new technology-based activity did not transforminstruction. Instead, it was integrated into established patterns of instruction and social organization.
On the other hand, some studies indicate that new
technologies can be integrated into instruction in ways
that positively transforminstruction and that promote the
goals of literacy instruction (e.g., Fawcett & Snyder, 1998;
Garner & Gillingham, 1996; Myers, Hammett, & McKillop,
1998). However, these studies provide few clues about
what factors may be associated with successful or unsuccessful implementation of new technologies to enhance
literacy instruction or how interventions might be implemented under what conditions to achieve particular
goals. Pursuing such knowledge is increasingly important
given the growing availabilityand use of technology in
schools and the movement of digital technologies into
the mainstream of daily literate activity (Flood & Lapp,
1995; Leu, 2000; Reinking, 1995, 1998).
Determining what factors enhance or inhibit a classroom intervention's effectiveness in achieving a particular
pedagogical goal and determining how the intervention
or its implementation might be modified to better achieve
that goal are central to formative experiments. Thus, we
believe that formative experiments not only fill a methodological gap in the research, but also are especially well
matched to studying how new technologies can be integrated into literacy instruction. However, formative experiments have not been widely used in educational
research; they have not been fully explicated as a research methodology; and they have been conceptualized
somewhat differently by different researchers (cf.,
Jim6nez, 1997; Moll & Diaz, 1987; Neuman, 1999;
Reinking & Watkins, 1998). Thus, we provide here a brief
introduction to formative experiments and how we have
conceptualized them in relation to the current study.
According to Jacob (1992), formative experiments
originated among neo-Vygotskian scholars who saw experimental and naturalisticdesigns as limited because
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those designs investigated the current forms and content
of schooling, not what could be. Formative experiments
are related to but not yet clearly distinguishable from approaches to research such as situated evaluation (Bruce &
Rubin, 1993), design experiments (Brown, 1992), formative evaluation (Flagg, 1990), rapid prototyping (Tripp &
Bichelmeyer, 1990), and perhaps even to the use of pilot
studies in conventional experiments. However, some distinctions can be made. For example, formative experiments differ from formative evaluation in that they are
more closely connected to testing existing theory because
they focus on the goals of the actors (i.e., students and
teachers) than upon outcomes alone. Likewise, they differ from pilot studies in that they focus on achieving a
predetermined goal rather than studying possible outcomes.
Our own conception of formative experiments has
been influenced primarilyby Newman's (1990) work,
partly because he explicated formative experiments in relation to how technology might transforman instructional
environment. He described a formative experiment as follows: "Ina formative experiment, the researcher sets a
pedagogical goal and finds out what it takes in terms of
materials, organization, or changes in [a technology-based
intervention] to reach the goal" (p. 10). Nonetheless, we
have found it necessary and useful to create a more specific methodological framework for designing and conducting a formative experiment. The following six
questions, which we believe are consistent with the roots
of formative experiments in general and Newman's work
in particular,compose our framework (see Baumann,
Dillon, Shockley, Alvermann, & Reinking, 1996, for an
explanation of an earlier version of this framework):
1. Whatis the pedagogicalgoal of the experiment,and
what pedagogicaltheoryestablishesits value?
2. Whatis an instructionalinterventionthathas potential
to achievethe identifiedpedagogicalgoal?
3. As the interventionis implemented,what factorsenhance or inhibitits effectivenessin achievingthe pedagogicalgoal?
4. How can the interventionand its implementationbe
modifiedto achieve more effectivelythe pedagogical
goal?
5. Has the instructionalenvironmentchangedas a resultof
the intervention?
6. Whatunanticipatedpositiveor negativeeffectsdoes the
interventionproduce?

388

The subsequent two sections address questions 1
and 2; that is, first we identify our pedagogical goal and
justify its value, and then we identify the instructionalintervention explaining why it has potential to achieve the
pedagogical goal. Following a section describing our
method and methodology, we present data pertaining to
implementing the intervention effectively (questions 3
and 4). Finally, we discuss questions 5 and 6 in separate
sections, which are followed by a general discussion.

Our pedagogicalgoal andits value
Our pedagogical goal was to increase the amount
and diversity of students' independent reading. In addition to voluntary reading being a long-standing, widely
accepted, and intuitively valued instructionalgoal in literacy instruction, theory and research have reinforced its
centrality as a powerful means to increase students' reading competency and to engage them in the joys of reading (Morrow, 1991). For example, Stanovich (1986) has
argued that differences in reading achievement are due in
large measure to differences in the amount of children's
reading. Data from the National Assessment of
Educational Progress (NAEP) have long documented
strong positive correlations between reading out of
school and reading achievement (see Foertsch, 1992).
Similarly,there is long-standing evidence that valued correlates of reading achievement such as vocabulary knowledge are also related to how much children read (see
Freebody & Anderson, 1983). Independent reading has
also been a defining attributeof engaged reading
(Alvermann & Guthrie, 1993). Increasing children's interest in reading independently is also identified consistently
as deserving high priorityfor research among teachers
and school administrators(e.g., O'Flahavanet al., 1992).
Despite the well-established view that frequent independent reading is an important component of literacy
achievement, data have consistently shown that many
children do not frequently read independently. For example, Anderson, Wilson, and Fielding (1988) found that
reading ranked well behind other outside-school activities
such as watching television and talking on the telephone.
NAEP data have consistently documented decreases in
the amount of students' independent reading (Foertsch,
1992). Specifically, those data document decreases in library use and in reading for fun, which have been accompanied by an increase in the percentage of students
reporting that they read only fiction or only nonfiction
and that they tend to read a single author. There is also
strong evidence from a national investigation that attitudes toward recreational reading steadily decrease as
children move from first to sixth grade (McKenna, Kear,
& Ellsworth, 1995). Thus, increasing independent reading
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can readily be justified as a valued and important pedagogical goal by virtue of its well-documented role in influencing reading achievement and the clear evidence
that many students do relatively little of it.

Instructionalintervention
An instructional intervention investigated in a formative experiment may be well established in the literature, or it may be designed specifically by the investigator
to address a particularpedagogical goal (Baumann et al.,
1996). The instructional intervention in the present investigation falls within the latter category. In either case, but
especially in the latter, an explicit rationale is needed for
believing that the intervention may indeed promote the
pedagogical goal. In this section we provide a rationale
and description of the intervention.
Rationale for the intervention
Our rationale for using multimedia book reviews to
increase the amount and diversity of independent reading
was based on our speculation that it might be a useful alternative to the ubiquitous, yet widely criticized, conventional book report and its many variations in classrooms
(see Soter, 1994). We believed that creating multimedia
book reviews would reframe many aspects of the conventional book report, thus addressing its potential limitations and encouraging more personal engagement in
independent reading (Alvermann & Guthrie, 1993).
There is long-standing evidence that students dislike
writing book reports (Carlsen & Sherrill, 1988; Krieger,
1991/1992), and that this dislike undermines some of its
intended purposes, for example by encouraging students
to read less (i.e., shorter books) and more narrowly (by
avoiding genres and topics that may prove unappealing;
see Spiegel, 1981). The dislike of the typical required
book report, both by students and by many authorities
on literacy instruction, is grounded in the long-standing
awareness that it represents writing and responding to literature in ways that require low personal involvement,
thus discouraging engagement and risk taking (e.g.,
Glassner, 1996; Kirby & Kirby, 1985).
Creating multimedia book reviews, on the other
hand, may positively reframe several aspects of the required book report. For example, unlike book reports
that are often written only for the teacher, multimedia
book reviews as digital documents naturally lend themselves to being shared by a larger audience that might include other students, parents, or even the World Wide
Web. In fact, there is much research to suggest that one
of the clear advantages of digital reading and writing is
that it engages students positively in meaningful communicative experiences (Beach & Lundell, 1998; Bruce &

Rubin, 1993; Garner & Gillingham, 1996, 1998; Myers et
al., 1998; Turner & Depinto, 1992).
Another important aspect of our rationale for investigating multimedia book reviews is that they are conceptually related to book reports. That is, multimedia book
reviews might be conceived as a type of book report.
That conceptual relation may be important given previous findings that computer-based activities may not substantially transform instruction if they do not readily mesh
with existing instructional activities and goals (Bruce &
Peyton, 1990; Bruce & Rubin, 1993; Michaels & Bruce,
1989; cf. Miller & Olson, 1994). It has been argued that
transformationis more likely if computer-based instructional interventions are first assimilated into existing
structures and goals (Newman, 1990; Reinking, Labbo, &
McKenna, in press). Nonetheless, we believe that the instructional potential of multimedia book reviews is much
richer and ultimately more conducive to transformation.
That belief and the often negative connotations of the
term book reportled us to adopt the alternative term book
review.
Overview of the intervention and computer
materials
Consistent with formative experiments, the intervention and its implementation changed during this investigation. However, in this section we focus on describing
the final version of the computer-based intervention, although we highlight a few modifications that were made
in response to practical and pedagogical circumstances
during this experiment.
Like a conventional book report, multimedia book
reviews are completed by students after they read a book
they have selected to read independently. Unlike a conventional book report, multimedia book reviews are created with the aid of a computer, which allows graphics
and sound to accompany textual information. Also unlike
book reports, multimedia book reviews can be compiled
into a searchable database available to students, teachers,
parents, and others. We planned that the database would
be available in an easily accessible location such as a
school's media center. Doing so, we reasoned, would
create a meaningful purpose and a concrete audience for
students' work and would provide an appealing mechanism for students to become aware of one another's reading and to find books they too might like to read, which
might in turn stimulate more reading.
To create multimedia book reviews we taught
teachers and students to use HyperCard(Version 2.1),
which at the time of this study was a popular and relatively powerful yet easy-to-use authoring system for creating nonlinear programs and presentations on the
Macintosh computer. The depth to which we acquainted
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teachers and students with HyperCardvaried systematically depending on the circumstances of the school and
classroom. However, all participants learned to use the
rudimentary tools of HyperCardprograms referred to as
stacks that are made up of cards (screens) linked by
clicking on buttons. All participants could enter text,
graphics, and audio into the HyperCard-basedmultimedia book reviews.
One dilemma we faced in designing and implementing the intervention was how to balance the need to
standardize a book review format, which would allow
the reviews to be searched in the database, and our desire to allow students freedom to exercise creativity and
individuality in response to their reading, which we believed would enhance students' engagement and, thus,
the potential for increasing independent reading.
Discovering that dilemma and its implications, and exploring ways of contending with it during an ongoing investigation, illustrate a methodological advantage of
Figure la

formative experiments. That is, for formative experiments,
such dilemmas create opportunities for understanding
and for adaptation.
Briefly, our solution was first to invite teachers and
students to participate in the design of a standard book
review interface, which is consistent with an approach
used and advocated by Leu et al. (1998). The final design
based on their input is made up of the two screens, or
cards, we refer to collectively as the review template (see
Figure la-b). The card shown in Figure la is a main
menu showing the books a student has read. Additional
menu cards can be added if a student wishes to add
more books. Clicking on one of the book icons provides
access to a student's review (Figure ib), which includes
several searchable text fields where students enter information about a book they have read. The text fields
scroll so that students can enter an unlimited amount of
text within each field.

An example of the main menu card

_

_

_

Stack

_Ma.ter

Books I have Read

Wherethe RedFern
Grows

MuggieMIvgie

BridgeToTerbithia

U

U.
Sarah, Plainand

t4ssing May

STUDENT'S
NAME

N
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I

I

What'sCooking,
JennyArcher

Here'sHermioneA
Rosy Cole
Production

Rosy's Romance

JennyArcherto the
Rescue

IHa:veA Friend

There'sa Qooketin
my Pocket

etclass
List

Song of the Trees

About
Umi

My

Books

More
About

This Book
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Figure lb

An example of a review card

Master Stock coy

I

.

Title: BridleToTerabithia
Author: KatherinePaterson
death
Category:[ Fiction,friendship,
Reviewer: STUDENT'S
NAME
Audio: 1
S ummary:
Jess hadalwayswantedto be the fastestrunnerin hisgrade.So he could
run all summertryingto get fastHewouldhavebeen ifithadn'tbeen for
LeslieBurke.Laterinthe storyJess and Lesliebecomebest friends.They
havetheirownsecertplace calledTerabithia.
TheygathereverydayJess
is KinaLeslieis Queenuntilone teribledaywhen Leslie aets killedto find•J
Review:
Ilikedthisbookeven thoughitwas sad. You'dbetterbe preparedto
cryifyoureadthisbookbecause itis so sad. Idon'tknowwhatI'ddo
ifmy best frienddied. I likedthe secret place they had to get away tro.

Lastsummermyfriendsandme hada secrethidingplacetoo. I
ciuess that'swhyIlikedthisbookso muchi
Fetch
hClass

Lihst

However,to encouragecreativityand ownership,
we also creatednonsearchablesections of the template
where studentscould individualizetheirreviews.These
sections includedan Audio buttonthatplayed a student's
recordedsound effects or commentsabout a book, an
AboutMe!buttonlinkedto a cardthatenabled students
to enter autobiographicalinformation,and a MoreAbout
ThisBookbuttonlinkedto blank cardswhere students
could expand upon the review template(see Figureib).
Forexample,on these additionalcardsmany students
chose to includepicturesfromclip artfiles, often modified or supplementedby theirown artworkcreatedwith
online drawingtools, additionalinformationabout authorsor characters,and so forth.The remainingbuttons
at the bottomof the cardin Figurelb enable a user to returnto the menu screen (MyBooksbutton),to access a
list of teachersand the membersof theirrespectiveclasses (Teachersand ClassListbuttons),and to searchthe entire database(Fetchbutton).

A formative experiment

About M'
Me!

Book

I]e

ut

Usersof the multimediabook review HyperCard
stackcould explore its contentsin two ways. First,they
could choose to access a particularteacher'sclass by
clickingon a pictureof thatteacher(a menu screen not
shown), which would take them to a class list. Clicking
on the name of a particularstudentwould take them to
thatstudent'smenu screen showing the books thathave
been read and reviewed.A second option would be to
use FidoFetch!,our name for the searchengine created
to searchfor books by variouscriteriasuch as title and
author(see Figure2).

Method andmethodology
Research sites and participants

This studywas conductedin two elementary
schools duringone school year and in a thirdelementary
school duringthe subsequentschool year.The schools
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Figure 2

Screen from which database of multimedia book reviews could be searched

Fida

Fetch!
/ $

At

hor

TytE
it
IOT
O
o

Searcefiors.

[Clicking the FetchFido button initiates a search throughC
all of the students' book revievs for books authored by E.
B White, as specified in the search criteria above. The
results of the search vould be displayed in this box. The
listing vould include title, author, and reviever for any
reviev meeting the search criteria. A user can then click
on any book listed to see hov a student revieved i.]
....................
et h

were selected fromamong six schools contactedthathad
expressedan interestin the projectand thathad or were
willingto purchasethe minimalhardwareneeded to implementthe intervention.The finalselectionof schools
was based on proximity,equipmentand facilities,initial
enthusiasmfor and commitmentto the project,and student populations.A summaryof the researchsites and
participantsis providedin Table 1.
Of the two schools thatparticipatedduringthe first
school year, CollinsSchool (all names of schools, teachers, and studentsare pseudonyms)was located in a small
town within commutingdistanceof a largemetropolitan
area.The school was relativelylargewith three or four
classroomsof approximately30 studentsat each grade
level, K-5. Studentsand teachersreflectedthe community's homogenouspopulationconsistingof predominantly
EuropeanAmerican,middle and upper middleclass families, many of whom commutedto work in the nearby
largemetropolitanarea.At CollinsSchoolwe implemented the interventionin two fourth-gradeclasses taughtby
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Ms.Andrewsand Ms. Broward.Ms.Andrewswas beginning her thirdyear of teachingwhile Ms.Browardhad
many yearsexperienceand was nearingretirement.They
taughtin adjacentclassroomsand had collaboratedon
variousactivitiespriorto this project.
Formativeexperimentsdo not requirecomparisons
among alternativeinterventionsor controlclassroomsas
in a conventionalexperiment.However,to enrichour
data and understanding,we chose to gathersome datain
2 comparisonclassrooms(one fourth-and one fifth-grade
classroom)at CollinsSchool.Teachersin those classes
had been using and continuedto use a commercialcomputerprogramdesignedto increasethe amountand diversityof students'independentreading.Fromobserving
in these classroomsearlyin the school year,we determined thatthey were similarto Ms. Broward'sand Ms.
Andrew'sclassrooms.However,insteadof creatingmultimedia book reviews,students'factualknowledgeof
books they had readwas tested throughmultiple-choice
questionsadministeredat a classroomcomputer.Students
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Table 1

Summary of research sites and participants

Schools (year)

Teachers (grade/role)

Students/community

Configuration of computers

Collins (1)

Ms. Andrews (fourth)
Ms. Broward (fourth)
Comparison teacher (fourth)
Comparison teacher (fifth)

Predominantly European
American small town
near large
metropolitan area

1 Macintosh computer
in each classroom, shared
scanner

Hartwig (1)

Ms. Burton (fifth)
Ms. Palmer (fifth)
Ms. Pearson (fifth)
Ms. Page (Chapter 1)

European American and
African American (15%),
rural/agricultural,mix of
blue-collar and
professional families

Computer lab with 12
Macintosh computers

Borders (2)

Ms. Morris(fourth)
Ms. Sievers (fifth)
Ms. Ellers (Chapter 1)

European American and
African American (15%),
rural/agricultural,mix of
blue-collar and
professional families

Resource room for Chapter 1
students with 10 Macintosh
computers

were awardedpoints based on theirscore, and they
earnedvariousrewardsbased on the totalnumberof
points they receivedduringa gradingperiod.
HartwigSchool,the second school in which we
worked duringthe firstyear,was locatedin a ruralarea,
althoughstudentscame fromblue-collarand professional
homes in a nearbysmalltown as well as fromagricultural
areas.Approximately15%of the studentsat Hartwig
were AfricanAmerican,and the remainderwere predominantlyEuropeanAmerican.The school had two or three
classroomsof 25-30 studentsat each gradelevel, K-5.
We workedwith 3 fifth-gradeclasses taughtrespectively
by Ms. Burton,Ms.Palmer,and Ms. Pearson.Ms. Page, a
Chapter1 teacherwho routinelyassistedin all three
classes, also often assistedin implementingthe intervention. All threeteachersand Ms. Page had been teaching
more than 10 years (at least 4 at Hartwig),and they frequentlyworked closely as a team.
Duringthe second year of the project,we worked
at BordersSchool.It was also a ruralschool in the same
districtas HartwigSchool,and it had a similarstudent
population.At BordersSchoolwe workedwith one fifthgradeclass (Ms.Sievers),one fourth-gradeclass (Ms.
Morris),and a Chapter1 teacher(Ms.Ellers)who also
managedthe computerlab and who had the primaryresponsibilityfor implementingthe interventionwith both
classes.All of the teachershad more than 5 yearsteaching experience.Ms.Morrisand Ms.Ellershad been at
BordersSchoolfor at least 5 years,and Ms. Sieversarriveda month afterthe beginningof the school year to
replacea teacherwho resignedsuddenly.
Hartwigand Bordersschools each had a smallcomputerlab with 12 and 10 Macintoshcomputers,respectively.Both schools had severalprintersand access to a

color scannerfor digitizingpictures.CollinsSchool had a
computerlab with outdatedcomputers,but two
Macintoshcomputersand a scannerwere purchasedto
be sharedby the two classes involvedin the project.
Duringthe firstyear of the project,we were interestedin
discoveringthe logisticaland pedagogicalimplicationsof
implementingthe interventionin a computerlab setting
where studentsworkedfor approximately1-2 hoursa
week when comparedto classroomsin which a single
computerwas availableall day. These two alternatives
representtypicalpatternsof availabilityin elementary
schools (Becker,1990, 1992).Likewise,the varyingnumbers and availabilityof computersnecessitatedthatwe
also varythe way the projectwas implemented.Forexample, at CollinsSchoolstudentswere more dependent
on teachers,parentvolunteers,and membersof the researchteamto assistthem with HyperCard,
because with
only a single computerit was not feasibleto provideactivitiesthatwould allow them to become proficientin using HyperCardindependently.
All classroomswere self-containedfor most of the
day except for subjectssuch as art,physicaleducation,
and band.A relativelysmallpercentageof the studentsin
each classroomleft periodicallyfor specialinstructionin
the Chapter1 or giftedprograms.A commercialbasal
readingseries figuredprominentlyin readinginstruction.
AlthoughMs.Andrewsand Ms.Browardat CollinsSchool
describedthemselvesas havinga whole languageorientation, we did not observetheirpracticesto deviategreatly
fromthe otherteacherswho used basalreadersextensively. Priorto theirinvolvementin this experiment,all of
the teachersimplementedactivitiesaimedat encouraging
independentreading.Suchactivitiesincludedrequiring
studentsto write conventionalbook reports,reading
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aloud sectionsof books thatthey thoughtstudentsmight
want to read,and puttingup bulletinboardsshowingthe
numberof books readby each studentin the class.For
the most partthe teachersmade books availablefor independentreadingthrougha classroomlibraryratherthan
throughregulartripsto the school library.
The compositionof the universityresearchteam
variedduringthe courseof the projectbut includedthe
principalinvestigator,threeconsultants(a universitybased instructionaltechnologist,an experton qualitative
researchmethods,and an elementaryschool teachernot
involvedin implementingthe intervention),and several
graduatestudentswho assistedwith variousaspectsof
the projectat differentstages.We consideredthe classroom teacherswith whom we workedto be integral
membersof our researchteam. Consistentwith otherformativeexperimentswe continuallysoughttheirinterpretationsof what was occurringin theirclassroomsrelative
to the experiment,and we solicitedtheirsuggestionsfor
modifyingthe intervention.Membersof the universityresearchteam met regularlywith the teachersto discuss
mutualobservationsof what was occurringand to plan
futurestrategiesand modifications.Teachersalso kept
writtenlogs of theirobservations,which were discussed
periodicallywith a universityresearcher.
Nonetheless,we do not considerthis formativeexperimentto be an exampleof collaborativeresearch
(Allen,Buchanan,Edelsky,& Norton,1992;Anders,1996;
Jervis,Carr,Lockhart,& Rogers,1996).We did not involve the teachersformallyin analyzingdata.Neitherdid
we involvethem directlyin preparingthis report,with
the exceptionthatan earlierdraftwas sent to each
and school principalrequestingsugteacher-participant
and
concerns
thatmightbe addressedthrough
gestions
revisionor throughthe inclusionof a rejoinderto a final
report.
As determinedthrougha semistructured
interview,
all of the teachershad some backgroundwith computers
in theirteaching,althoughthe amountand type of that
experiencevaried.By observingtheirclassroomsand daily routinesbefore the multimediabook reviewactivity
was introduced,we found thatall of the teacherswere
activelyusing the computerin conjunctionwith their
teachingactivitiesbut they did so in ways thatwere
largely perfunctory and not fully integrated into their instructional program. For example, the following comment
was typical: "Iuse it [the computer] mostly for when they
finish their work and for enrichment type [activities]."The
teachers were all enthusiastic about discovering more
ways to use the computer in their instruction, which was
a criterion for choosing to work with them in this project,
but they all acknowledged some degree of trepidation
about technology, which they felt was typical of their
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peers. Beyondthese generalsimilarities,therewere many
importantdifferencesamongteachers,students,and
classroomsthatare relevantand thatwill be discussedin
subsequentsections.
Procedure
Thisformativeexperimentproceededthroughseveralphases with minorvariationsat each school. During
the monthspriorto the introductionof the interventionin
the fall, representativesof the universityresearchteam
met with teachers,the school principal,and districtoffice
personnelto discussthe project,roles and expectations
for participants,needed hardware,and otherrelevantissues. Also duringthis time,teachers,parentvolunteers,
and teacheraides met with the universityresearchteam
to receivetrainingin HyperCard,
to hearour explanation
of formativeexperiments,and to discussmultimedia
book reviewsand how they mightbe implementedin
theirrespectiveclassroomsand schools beginningin
the fall.
Duringapproximatelythe first6 weeks of the
school year,we gatheredqualitativedatato gain a thorough understandingof the students,teachers,classrooms,
and schools. Throughobservationalfield notes and interviews with studentsand teacherswe were able to determine thatmost studentsin all of the classroomsengaged
in some independentreadingat least occasionallyduring
school hours,althoughin all classroomstherewere at
least a few studentswho were never observedto read independentlywithouta teacher'sexplicitencouragement
or insistence.Focusgroup discussionsrevealedevidence
of out-of-schoolreadingas well. Forexample,most students knew detailsaboutthe local publiclibrary,and
they reportedreadingat least occasionallyat home.
Also duringthatperiod,we gatheredquantitative
datato establisha baselinefor comparingthe amount
and diversityof students'independentreadingbefore and
afterthe interventionwas introduced.Teachersadministeredthe ElementaryReadingAttitudeSurvey(ERAS;
McKenna& Kear,1990),a standardizedinstrumentdesigned to measurestudents'attitudestowardreadingin
and out of school, which we presumedto be relatedto
independentreading.Teachersalso administereda student questionnairedesignedby the universityresearch
team to determineprimarilythe diversityof students'
reading (Choosing Things to Read questionnaire; see
Appendix A). Teachers also sent home a questionnaire
designed by the university researchers to determine parents' perceptions of students' independent reading (see
Appendix B).
The quantitative data were consistent with the qualitative data in suggesting that overall the amount and diversity of students' independent reading was average or
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somewhatabove average,althoughtherewas some variation acrossclassrooms.Forexample,the mean raw
scores on the ERASindicatedthatstudentshad relatively
positiveattitudesabout in-schooland out-of-schoolreading (see Table2). In all but two of the classes (Ms.
Andrewsat CollinsSchooland Ms. Sieversat Borders
School)the mean raw scoreswere above the 50th percentile.Likewise,datafromthe parents'questionnaireindicatedmoderatelevels of independentreadingoutside
of school (see Table3, rangeof reading)with mean values for each class rangingfrom2.73 to 3.15 on a 5-point
Likertscale.
Afterbaselinedatawere collected,studentswere introducedto the concept of multimediabook reviewsin a
presentationby the universityresearchteam (in year 1)
or by theirteacher(in year 2). At Hartwigand Borders
schools studentswere then taughtthe following
HyperCardskills:using the drawingtools, copying and
pastinggraphics,creatingbuttonsand text fields, and
linkingcards.At CollinsSchool,where only a single computerwas availablein each classroom,students'knowledge of HyperCardwas necessarilymore limited,which
allowed us to comparethe intervention'seffectsunder
typicalvariationsin the availabilityof computersin

schools. Anotherdifferencewas thatat HartwigSchool
duringyear 1, a graduatestudentled approximately10
weekly lessons designedto familiarizestudentswith
HyperCard.Consistentwith formativeexperiments,analysis of these lessons led to the developmentof lessons
thatwere made availableto teachersat BordersSchoolin
year 2, where the teacherstaughtthe lessons to students
(see Reinking& Bonham,1997).Doing so allowedus to
determineif teacherswith relativelylittlebackgroundin
using computersand with no knowledgeof HyperCard
could, with minimalinstructionand support,familiarize
theirstudentswith HyperCard.
In approximately
Januaryof both school yearsstudents began to createtheirmultimediabook reviewsusing the reviewtemplate.Studentsat CollinsSchool,
because they had not been taughtall of the skillsneceswere limitedto enteringinformasaryto use HyperCard,
tion into the commonreviewtemplate.Studentsat
Hartwigand Borders,on the otherhand, had the skills
necessaryto go beyond the template(the MoreAbout
ThisBookbutton;see Figureib).
The next phase of the projectinvolvedcompiling
students'book reviewsinto a databaseto be made available for use in each school'smediacenter.Severalfactors

Table 2 Meansand standarddeviationsfor pre- and postexperimentalraw scores on subscalesof the
ElementaryReadingAttitudeSurvey(ERAS)
Recreational reading
School/teacher
Collins School
Andrews (n = 25)
Broward (n = 21)
Hartwig School
Burton (n = 16)
Palmer (n = 21)
Pearson (n = 20)
Borders School
Morris(n = 26)
Sievers (n = 20)
Comparison classes
Teacher 1 (n = 18)
Teacher 2 (n = 22)

Academic reading

Total

Pre

Gain/lossa

Post

Pre

Gain/lossa

Post

Pre

Gain/lossa

Post

29.
(5.37)
29.74
(5.40)

.96

30.32
(4.72)
29.24
(4.63)

23.08
(6.27)
29.19
(6.19)

.00

23.08
(5.33)
24.19
(4.17)

52.44
(10.28)
58.93
(10.74)

.96

53.40
(8.49)
53.43
(7.43)

29.25
(4.95)
29.62
(6.40)
33.60
(5.19)

26.88
(8.40)
25.24
(4.58)
28.05
(5.19)

28.00
(4.98)
28.86
(6.47)
31.00
(3.85)

55.88
(14.15)
55.00
(8.92)
59.60
(6.58)

25.43
(10.07)
28.15
(6.96)

25.50
(7.29)
24.96
(5.59)

(2.52)

23.25
(8.23)
25.28
(6.69)

52.83
(14.44)
51.96
(8.96)

(4.15)

28.44
(4.62)
27.36
(6.92)

29.06
(5.89)
27.86
(7.37)

(8.34)**

20.72
(5.04)
22.82
(5.80)

59.56
(9.03)
58.95
(12.68)

10.40

29.00
(6.61)
29.76
(5.50)
31.55
(3.35)

(.50)

.25
(.14)
(2.05)*

27.33
(7.97)
27.00
(5.06)

(1.91)

30.50
(4.78)
31.09
(6.38)

(2.06)

1.15

(3.73)**

(5.00)**

1.13
3.62*
(2.95)

.32

(5.04)*

(5.50)**

1.37
3.48*
5.00*

1.47

(8.77)**

57.25
(8.67)
58.48
(10.87)
64.60
(7.69)
48.68
(17.33)
54.43
(12.83)
49.16
(9.17)
50.18
(11.35)

aA=gain(loss)
< .001.
*p< .05. **p< .01. ***p
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prevented us from reaching this phase during the first
year in Collins and Hartwig schools; for the same reasons
we did not reach this phase until April in Borders School
during year 2. Mainly, we underestimated the interacting
logistical, pedagogical, and technological problems associated with teaching teachers and students HyperCard,
creating workable programs, and consolidating the book
reviews into the database so that they could easily be
searched. Thus, an original component of the planned intervention was implemented only marginally during the
second year of the project. The final phase of the project
occurred during the last weeks of the academic year.
Students and parents again completed the written surveys
used to establish a baseline at the beginning of the
school year.
Methodology
The methodology of formative experiments has not
been fully explicated in the research literature.In this
section we present our emerging understanding of formative experiments as a research methodology. Specifically,
we discuss the issue of quality in terms of internal and
external validity, and we identify our epistemological
stance. Then, we describe the qualitative data we collected and how it was analyzed.
We believe that formative experiments exist simultaneously within two domains of research that Salomon
(1991) has described as systemic (i.e., the study of complex learning environments undergoing change) and analytic (i.e., the study of causal relations among selected
variables), a distinction, he argued, that transcends quantitative and qualitative paradigms. Thus, we believe that
gathering both quantitative and qualitative data, as we
have done in the present study, is consistent with formative experiments. Because both qualitative and quantitative data may be useful in conducting formative
experiments, they align with what Tashakkoriand
Teddlie (1998) defined as mixed methodologies.
As with other research methodologies, the quality
of studies employing mixed methodologies is fundamentally an issue of internal and external validity. However,
internal validity may be viewed differentlywithin different methodologies. For example, in formative experiments, statisticalanalyses of quantitative data are not
necessarily conducted to establish unequivocal causal relationships (Tashakkori & Teddlie, 1998). Instead, they
are conducted to support or refute inferences about linkages among certain factors or events. Thus, the statistical
analyses we report in a subsequent section were conducted to enhance the type of internal validity that
Krathwohl (1993) referred to as "explanatorycredibility"
(p. 271). In terms of explanatory credibility, we also believe that quality in formative experiments is related to
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the durationof data collectionand analysis.Forexample,
the presentstudycollecteddataacross2 yearsin several
classroomsand schools.
Demonstratedresults,anotherof Krathwohl's
(1993)
relevantto
categoriesof internalvalidity,is particularly
the qualityof formativeexperiments.As summarizedby
Tashakkoriand Teddlie(1998),this type of internalvalidwhethersome resultsoccurredand
ity is "[judging]
whetherthey were the ones expected"(p. 69). That
judgementis integralto conductingformativeexperiments,because they are aimedat determiningwhat factors enhanceor inhibitprogresstowarda pedagogical
goal. Therefore,success in negotiatingthose factorsto
achieve progresstowardthe goal comprisesa measureof
internalvalidityand, thus, quality.
Externalvalidity,often referredto as generalizability
or transferability,
is also partof determiningthe qualityof
studiesusing mixed methodologies.However,as
Tashakkoriand Teddlie(1998) pointedout, the view of
externalvalidityis decidedlydifferentfroma quantitative
and qualitativeperspective.Nonetheless,they arguedthat
researchersusing mixed methodologiesshouldbe held
accountablefor externalvalidityin termsof generalizing
fromsampleto populationand fromone settingto other
settings.We believe the presentstudyaddressesthis issue
to some degree by examiningthe interventionacross
multiplecontexts,especiallyin termsof representative
variationsin the configurationand availabilityof technology in the respectiveschools.
Ourepistemologicalstancein conductinga formative experimentand in gatheringand analyzingdatawas
centeredin pragmatismas it has been discussedin relation to socialscience researchby contemporarywriters
such as Cherryholmes
(1992).Formativeexperiments
seem well matchedto a pragmaticstance,which has been
identifiedas a neglectedalternativeto positivist,postorientationsto research
positivist,and constructivist
(Tashakkori& Teddlie,1998).Ourstancecan be summarizedin Cherryholmes's
(1992)statementthatpragmatic
views seek "toclarifymeaningswith an eye to consequences,forsakingfoundationaland essentialistconceits...peeringbeyond provincialand parochialcategories,
interests,boundariesand narratives"
(pp. 13-14).Thus,
our datacollection,analysis,and interpretation
focused
on
and
the
the
prominently
pragmatic
pedagogicalgoal
aspects of achieving it without limiting ourselves to predetermined categories, interests, boundaries, and narratives.
Also consistent with a pragmatic perspective, we
did not adopt a specific standard for determining attainment of the goal. From a pragmatic view pedagogical
goals are abstractions that may never be attained in an
absolute sense. Thus, data collection does not stop when
a goal has been achieved but stops at some arbitrary
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point dictated by practical constraints (e.g., the school
year ends). Newman (1990), arguing from a sociohistorical perspective, rejects the idea that the pedagogical goal
must be a static endpoint for all students (see also
Newman, Griffin,& Cole, 1989). Many different endpoints
are possible; some may transcend the original goals.
To determine what factors were enhancing or inhibiting the intervention's effectiveness in promoting the
pedagogical goal and to guide any needed modifications,
we gathered and analyzed extensive qualitative data. The
sources of qualitative data included (a) taped, semistructured interviews with teachers, (b) log books in which
teachers recorded their observations about events related
to the project, (c) focus-group discussions with teachers
and students, (d) observational field notes, (e) videotapes
of various project activities, and (f) student products.
At the outset, we imagined that data collection and
modifications to the intervention would proceed through
well-defined cycles. In practice, we found the process to
be more fluid, even at times ad hoc, because adaptations
were often based on the intuitive demands of the moment rather than on extensive reflection upon the accumulated data. We discovered that our research activities
during the experiment were formative in many different
areas simultaneously, such as the following: (a) logistical
(e.g., How could we create more time in the daily schedule for students to work on the computer?), (b) methodological (e.g., Our observations of students working in
the lab on one day might suggest that we needed to interview the teachers about something we observed.), (c)
pedagogical (e.g., How might we adjust implementation
to encourage more poor readers to create book reviews?),
(d) technological (e.g., How can we make the database
run faster?),(e) interpersonal (e.g., How can we as university researchers maintain good rapport with the teachers?),and (f) ethical (e.g., Should we adjustimplementation
based on our values or the teachers' values?). This experience reinforced our view of formative experiments as being valuable because they reveal the many interacting
factors associated with the effects of instructional
interventions.
To facilitate in-depth analysis, we identified 4 focus
students in each classroom who represented the following categories: (a) above-average reading achievement
and interest; (b) above-average achievement, belowaverage interest; (c) below-average achievement, aboveaverage interest; and (d) below-average achievement and
interest. Teachers were asked to identify one or two students in each category, and their selections were compared to our independent classification of all students
based on observations. Teachers were informed of our
final selection of focus students in each class. However,
while we observed and recorded information about these
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studentsmore intensively,we took care not to communicate to studentsthatwe were doing so.
We believe thatdatacollectionin a formativeexgiven our pragmaticstance,is conperiment,particularly
sistentwith currentthinkingin qualitativeand
ethnographicapproachesto research(e.g., LeCompte&
Preissle,1993).Thatis, we attendedto datadeemed most
relevantto achievingthe pedagogicalgoal fromthe
standpointof determininghow the effectsof the intervention and the educationalenvironmentinteracted.
Typically,our ongoing datacollectionand analysisled to
the developmentof emerginginterpretivetheoriesabout
the statusof independentreading,the intervention,and
its effects(Glaser& Strauss,1967).Forexample,in our
field notes and audiotapedreflections(often recorded
and discussedin the car as we returnedfromsite visits),
we employeda scheme describedby Schatzmanand
Strauss(1973). In thatscheme, notes and commentswere
categorizedas observational,theoretical,or methodological, the latterof which we subdividedinto notes about
our datacollectioneffortsand notes abouthow the interventionwas implemented.
However,our pragmaticstanceled us to varytheoreticalframeworksand methodsfor datacollectionand
analysisin responseto ongoing developmentswithinthe
project,our emergingtheories,and our evolvingunderstandingaboutconductinga formativeexperiment.For
example,we began gatheringobservationaldatain classrooms using Glaserand Strauss's(1967) frameworkof local concepts as an approachto determiningthe amount
and diversityof students'independentreading.As we
transcribedand annotatedfield notes, we determinedthat
this approachcreatedtoo manygaps in our understanding of students'independentreading.Thus,we expanded
our datacollectionand analysisto includefocus-group
discussions(Morgan,1993).In short,our dataanalysis
was also formative.

theinterventionandachieving
Implementing
thepedagogicalgoal
In this sectionwe presentdataaddressingthe question:As the interventionis implemented,what factorsenhance or inhibit its effectiveness in achieving the
pedagogical goal? Consistent with inductive methods, the
data reported in formative experiments represent a synthesis and interpretationof events, which may be organized and presented in various ways. In this section, we
are guided by a format referred to as key events (Patton,
1990), defined as critical incidents or major events, not
necessarily presented in their order of occurrence. The
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key events are in turn organized into themes indicated by
subsequent headings.
To a lesser extent, we also address the question:
How can the intervention and its implementation be
modified to more effectively achieve the pedagogical
goal? We do not provide a detailed account of modifications here, because they occurred fluidly in relation to
our data collection, as described in the previous section.
In addition, many of these changes, while of practical significance, were not significant to advancing pedagogical
theory (see Reinking & Bonham, 1997, for more practical
information about implementing the intervention).
Finally, in this section, we report data that address directly the extent to which the pedagogical goal was advanced by the intervention.
Students' interactions with peers and teachers
It was clear from virtually all of our qualitative data
that peer interaction was greater during the multimedia
book review activity than during other academic activities, which is not surprising given that increased peer interaction is a common finding when instructional
activities involve computers (e.g., Dickinson, 1986).
However, more central to this investigation, we found
that the interactions were qualitatively different from
those that characterized other classroom activities and
that they played a key role in advancing our pedagogical
goal. For example, our analysis revealed that peer interactions mediated the effect of multimedia book reviews
on independent reading, illustratedby the following
event transcribedfrom tape-recorded observations:
I workedwith Aaron,Dee, and Tyroneto show them how
to add audio to theirreviews.I asked them who had a
book we could use as an example.Aaronsaid he had
WheretheRedFernGrowsand got it fromhis desk. He
told some of the storyinto the microphone,and I showed
how his commentscould be recordedwhile the othersobserved.Dee asked Aaronif she could look at the book after we had finished.[Oneweek later]I saw the book
WheretheRedFernGrowson Dee's desk and asked her if
she was readingit. She said thatshe was and thatshe
liked it. WhenI asked her why she picked it to read,she
said thatshe didn'tknow why and didn'tseem to remember the incidentwith Aaron.
We frequently observed similar instances when
working with the technology led to incidental sharing of
information about books and, for some students, to more
reading. This finding was important because we had not
anticipated that the process of creating book reviews
would directly enhance independent reading. Originally,
we thought that using the database would promote
awareness of and interest in books read by students'
peers. The realization that working with the technology
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itself could facilitate our pedagogical goal allowed us to
capitalize on this awareness as implementation proceeded. For example, we encouraged the natural tendency for
students to work cooperatively in creating their book reviews to facilitate peer interaction.
The interactions we observed in the computer lab
were also qualitatively different from classroom interactions. Dealing with technological challenges seemed to
generate a heightened sense of camaraderie and helpfulness among students. In the computer lab they seemed
genuinely interested in the achievements of their classmates and in the products they were developing.
Discovering special effects on the computer screen or
creative applications of HyperCardtools were often cause
for special attention and spontaneous sharing. For example, at Hartwig School, Betty, a student who had a
Macintosh computer at home, created a special presentation on the computer as a valentine to Ms. Pearson, her
teacher. The whole class gathered around a computer to
enjoy her presentation, frequently asking, "How did you
do that?"
To encourage helpful interactions among students
and to promote the possibility that interactions would
mediate more independent reading, the teachers at
Hartwig School attempted to enhance this positive effect
by systematically referringstudents to another knowledgeable student when they sought technical assistance.
This conscious decision, a result of systematic data collection and analysis, illustratesthe methodology of formative
experiments in action. Also illustrativeis that while having students depend on one another for technical assistance did have the desired effect, a similar action did not.
That is, to increase students' interactions, teachers also
decided to pair students to debug each other's reviews
using a guide sheet. Instead, this adaptation encouraged
students to look for surface level mistakes in spelling and
punctuation and seemingly had no effect on independent
reading; thus, the teachers discontinued that activity.
We also noted other differences in the way students
and teachers interacted, which seemed to create an atmosphere conducive to positive engagement with and
sharing of reading and writing centered on books. For
example, we noted that the interactions of lower achieving students with their peers were different while working on the multimedia book reviews when compared to
other classroom activities. Many of these students gained
considerable technological expertise, and their assistance
was sought out during computer-based activities, but
rarely at other times during the school day. For example,
in our field notes while observing Shawn, a focus student
classified as low-reading achievement and interest, we
made the following observation: "Shawnhas been ready
to assist others in reading what was on their screens in
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order to figure out what should be done next, and he
was not at all inhibited about helping someone new to
the class with what needed to be done." Importantly,the
assistance offered by lower achieving students frequently
involved reading and interpretingtexts.
Interactions between teachers and students were
also affected by participation in the multimedia book review activities. For example, unlike during other instructional activities, teachers often willingly and naturally
became learners while students taught them how to deal
with some technological aspect of the activity. The following statement by Ms. Ellers from an October meeting
of the teachers and research team illustrates this type of
interaction:
...theylove to show me because even with the demonstration this week of the new fields,you know [givingrapid
directionson how to do fields],well then I said you need
to do thateach time. Well,then today, and this was the
firsttime thatI even knew it, they said "oh,you don't
have to do thatfor a new field, you justgo up to new
field and automaticallygo over thereon the tool palette."
Likewow [laughing].I didn'tknow that.But hey, they really get a kick out of that.
Effects related to reading achievement
Reading achievement often figured prominently in
understanding the effects of the multimedia book review
activity, although these effects were complex and often
varied across classrooms. For example, Ms. Broward's
class at Collins School had a disproportionate number of
students reading below grade level when compared with
other classes in her school. In her log Ms. Broward noted
that many of the poor readers in her class did not seem
interested in entering book reviews. In a subsequent interview, James, one of the focus students classified as a
poor reader, stated, "AllI can read is easy books anyway,
so why put them on the computer?"Acting on these data
from the perspective of a formative experiment, we hypothesized that poor readers' lack of involvement may be
due to their embarrassment in being limited to entering
books below grade level, thus publicizing their reading
problems. In a discussion with Ms. Broward she agreed
with our hypothesis and suggested a solution; she announced to her class that second- and third-grade students would eventually be using the database and
suggested that some students consider entering easier
books for them to read. Following this announcement,
we noted an increase in the number of book reviews entered by poor readers. In fact, within several weeks,
James had entered more books than any other student in
the class. Because he tended to be a leader among his

poor-reading peers, his sanctioning of the activity seemed
to encourage others.
On the other hand, as noted in the previous section, many low-achieving students seemed to gain confidence and self-esteem immediately from working on the
computers, and this confidence seemed to have a positive effect on their engagement in literacy activities. For
example, Robert, a focus student in special education at
Hartwig School, one day presented a member of the university research team with an illustratedposter printout
he had made on the computer that stated "I love computers." Follow-up discussions with his classroom teacher
and special education teacher revealed that Robert was
enjoying his new status as a computer expert not only in
the lab but also in his classroom showing others how to
use the computer for word processing. Ms. Pearson, his
teacher, wrote in her log, "When we got a word processor to use, Robert was the one who showed the rest of
the class how to use it. He was proud of himself, and so
was I."We also found evidence that Robert'sattitudes toward reading and his subsequent independent reading
increased. His score on the ERASincreased from the
62nd percentile in September to the 78th percentile in the
following May, and his special education teacher in a
May interview reported that "[Robert]has been much
more involved in reading books since he began sharing
his multimedia book reviews with other students in our
group."
We also found that creating multimedia book reviews tended to obscure differences in reading achievement that were more visible in other academic activities.
For example, it was not possible to verify teachers' selection of the focus students (selected partly on the basis of
reading ability) only by observing students working in
the lab, as indicated in our October field notes:
"[Question to myself] What about [the four] selected students? I can't tell who they might be in here [the computer lab].... Does anyone appear to have a problem with
reading? Doesn't look like it in here." On the other hand,
it was possible to make distinctions by observing students in the classroom as indicated again from our
October field notes: "Aideis assisting students who are
having trouble with their work. Teacher monitoring/
checking students comprehension-[especially] poor students." The teachers' comments and our own observations repeatedly converged to indicate that distinctions in
reading achievement were less apparent in the computer
lab than in the classroom and that the fading of this distinction created a positive environment for literacy activities including independent reading.
For example, Shane, a focus student, when observed in his classroom, clearly exhibited difficulties in
reading but those difficulties were not apparent in the
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computer lab. We observed him avoiding reading and
answering questions in the classroom but not in the computer lab. Ms. Ellers, who directed the computer lab, observed that he "was always actively involved in all of the
activities."Even lower achieving students not particularly
adept at using the technology actively participated. As
Ms. Burton states in her log, "Evenmy slow ones are doing a good job. Lee and David [special education students] have some good ideas for creating stacks."
We also found that the multimedia book review activities tended to stimulate creativity among the highachieving readers and to increase or reinforce
independent reading. For example, Elizabeth (E), a focus
student identified as having high achievement and interest in reading responded to a researcher's (R) interview
questions as follows:
Have you told anyone aboutthis HyperCard
R:
project?
E:

I've told basicallyfriendsand family.

R:

Whathave you told them?

E:

I told them all the thingsthatwe had been doing
thatday in the computerlab, and how I couldn't
wait untilthe next time we go in there.It'srealfun.

[discussionaboutthe previousHyperCardlesson on audio
buttons].
E:

Thatwas fun. I did mine. I did all my voice impressions. I did my Zsa Zsa Gaborimpression,I did a
realsophisticatedlady impression,and Mrs.Morris
was saying,Go on, keep going.

Ms. Ellers, who directed the project in the computer lab,
also noted in her log that Elizabeth brought her a book to
read over the holidays due, she thought, to the book review project. Likewise, transcriptionsof a tape-recorded
April meeting of the university research team (R) and Ms.
Ellers (Ms. E.) aimed at discussing how to increase students' sharing information about books revealed that
good readers were already doing this:
R:

Couldwe have the studentsexchangebook
reviews...

Ms. E: They'vealreadydone that.One'llhearwhat another says, or they will tell me abouttheirbooks-but
these are the top students.
Student engagement
A related finding that affected implementation was
that students were at first clearly more engaged in creat-
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ing multimedia book reviews than in many other academic activities during the school day. That finding is illustrated by comparing our field notes while observing
Shane, a low-achieving, low-interest focus student, in the
classroom and in the computer lab:
[notesfroma single 5-minuteclassroomobservation]
Shanedoes not appearto be workingat all on his math
problems...isturnedaroundin his seat to talkto his neighbors...isthe firstone done with his math...issittingand
tappingsome pencils.Shaneis looking at what a neighbor
with two blue highlighters...checks
is drawing...playing
lunch menu.
[notesfromcomputerlab observation,2 days later]
Shanepasses out the templateguide at the beginningof
class....All studentsworkingnow; no one off task.A new
studentgasps. Shane[in a neighboringseat]says, "What's
wrong?"Antoinettesays, "Idon'tknow."Shaneimmediately scoots over to help her...(laterthatclass period)
Antoinette:"Youleft out your 'E'."Shane:"Where?"
Another example is Jason, whom his teachers considered
to be hyperactive because of his extreme distractibilityin
the classroom. In a video segment he sits almost motionless, staring at the computer screen for more than a
minute, apparently contemplating his next keyboard
command. Examples of increased attention were found
typically among poor readers. For example, Ms. Ellers
stated in an interview, "thischild is at least 2 years behind grade level, but when he comes [into the lab] he's
totally tuned in to what [we're] doing."
Many students seemed to acquire a different, more
active, persona when involved with project activities, often becoming less inhibited, more verbal, and more cooperative. In an audiotaped focus group discussion with
the teachers, Ms. Morrisobserved: "the ones that answer
questions in the media center...you know they raise their
hands and they wanna answer, they are those that [are]
not real verbal in class as far as answering something that
we've discussed." Students who were shy and reserved in
the classroom seemed more willing to take risks and to
ask questions when involved in creating multimedia
book reviews as indicated from the following reflection
from our field notes:
I find it interestingthat,havingwatched[themin the classroom],thatthey WILLask questions.Becausethereare
some students,thatif they don'tunderstand,they won't
even ask questions.But in [thecomputerlab],it seems that
nobody'safraidto ask.
The technological challenges of using HyperCard
seemed to enhance students' engagement as opposed to
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creating frustration.As Ms. Swanson stated in a focusgroup meeting, "Ihaven't seen anybody get really frustrated. They do in the classroom on other things, but not
on this." In fact, students' frustrationsurfaced mainly if
something prevented them from working on the computers. Ms. Swanson observed in the same meeting, "[the
students] just threw a fit if they didn't get to come to [the
lab].... They really got upset because they didn't think
they were gonna come, and when I tried to explain, I
mean they were just so [upset]."
Students' motivation and engagement were reflected in their almost uniformly positive comments about
creating multimedia book reviews. However, their positive responses were almost always related to using the
computer, particularlyHyperCard,as opposed to specific
comments about the book reviews or their independent
reading. Typical comments were, "itgives you a chance
to do more activities and funner stuff," "It'slike, you can
draw...you can pick pictures to draw and stuff. You can
do your own voice and it [HyperCard]has all sorts of
stuff on it," "[Be]causeyou get to draw and don't do no
work."
In fact, as students mastered HyperCardskills and
began to focus more on entering book reviews, we found
that motivation and enthusiasm moderated. For example,
well into the project, Ms. Palmer at Hartwig School noted
in her log that one of her students suggested having an
occasional "nonstructuredday in the lab, just to have
fun," which was a suggestion she noted would have been
unlikely earlier in the project. Furtherevidence of this diminished enthusiasm was that it became the subject of
one of the occasional meetings we had with teachers to
discuss what was working, what wasn't working, and
what might be changed in the way that the activity was
being implemented. We discussed how to channel students' increased engagement in using HyperCardtoward
increased engagement with book reviews. For example,
at Hartwig School the teachers decided to insist that students enter new information about the books they were
reading during the first 20 minutes of the weekly hourlong session in the computer lab; during the remaining
time students were free to incorporate multimedia presentations into existing book reviews if they chose to do
so. However, it is important to note that we did not find
any evidence that students disliked entering book reviews or that the intriguing aspects of using multimedia
on the computer distracted students from reading books.

Variationsamongschools and teachers
As can be expected, the effects of the multimedia
book review activities, like any instructional intervention,
varied among the schools and classrooms participating in

the project. Collecting data in several classrooms and
schools allowed us to observe effects across different environments and to speculate about variations that intensified or mitigated those effects. In this section we discuss
these variations. Our findings are limited by the fact that
the intervention was modified between year 1 in Collins
and Hartwig schools and year 2 in Borders School. They
are also limited by the inability to impose certain changes
in classrooms and schools, which is a common limitation
in any investigation of an instructionalintervention.
We devoted much attention to analyzing our data to
seek explanations for the clear differences we observed
between Collins and Hartwig schools during year 1.
Teachers at both schools had unmitigated enthusiasm for
the project in its early stages. For example, as the project
began, teachers in both schools wrote enthusiastic comments in their logs indicating that they had high expectations for the project and were looking forward to their
participation. However, as the year progressed, enthusiasm and morale steadily deteriorated at Collins School,
but not at Hartwig School. By the spring, Ms. Andrews at
Collins School, who initially had greater competence and
parental assistance for using computers and higher
achieving students in her classroom than did her colleague Ms. Broward, had fallen far behind, almost abandoning entirely the project activities. At Hartwig School
and the following year at Borders School project activities
extended into other areas of the curriculum,but this was
not the case at Collins School.
Drawing on our observational and interview data,
the following factors seemed relevant in explaining the
difference between these two schools:
Theprofessional climate of the two schools was distinctly different. For example, although principals and
central office personnel were highly supportive of the
project in both schools, the administrativestyle in Collins
School was more top down. In addition, administrators'
interest in the project seemed related more to its value
for public relations and its implications for test scores
than for its potential to enhance curriculargoals or to
promote students' and teachers' development. Teachers
seemed constrained, pressured, and sometimes even intimidated by this administrativestance. We conducted interviews with six teachers at Collins School early in the
school year. When asked about possible negative outcomes of the project, virtually all of them expressed concern that they might not have time to work the project
activities into their set schedules. For example, Ms.
Andrews justified her preference for using computers in a
lab setting by stating that "the lab guarantees everybody
the right to 45 minutes." Although teachers at the other
schools also discussed the pressures they were under to
meet mandated curriculargoals, they were willing to seek
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out ways to accommodate the computer activities into
their schedules and seemed to expect cooperation from
their administrators.
In addition, we did not observe a strong sense of
teamwork and mutual support among the teachers at the
school. There was little sharing of expertise and resources that proceeded from joint problem solving. In
our interviews and informal interactions with other teachers at the school we often heard of criticisms, jealousies,
and disagreements between and among teachers. In addition, there was noticeable turmoil in Collins School due
to the principal's campaign for school superintendent and
the uncertainty about who would be her successor, and
also about which teachers would be assigned to a new
school that was to open the following year.
The Collins teachersperceived that they were not getas
ting much attention from the university research team.
Collins teachers perceived that when compared to the
Hartwig teachers they were at a disadvantage because
they only had one computer in their classroom instead of
a computer lab. The event that seems to have initiated
these perceptions was a joint presentation involving
teachers from both schools at a national conference in
January. During the presentation, Collins teachers saw
that they had not accomplished as much as the Hartwig
teachers and from that point seemed dissatisfied with
their own situation as evidenced by frequent references
to Hartwig's superior resources during our subsequent interactions with them. To a certain degree their perceptions were accurate. The research team did spend more
time at Hartwig because more time was necessary to
teach students how to use HyperCard,whereas we delivered more finished products to Collins. The greater distance to Collins School also limited the number of visits
by the university research team. As the year progressed,
we found it increasingly necessary to reassure teachers at
Collins that we were not disappointed with their
progress; yet, our reassurances over time became less
convincing to the teachers and to ourselves. Nonetheless,
we believe the differences in morale were due more to
the teachers' perceptions than differences in resources or
support. Nor are we convinced that the multimedia book
review activity faces insurmountable problems in a classroom with only a single computer.
Teachersat Collins School seemed to be more conscious of whether the research uwasbeing conducted properly and whether the activities were successfully meeting
our expectations. We explained the concept of a formative experiment to teachers at both schools early in the
project, emphasizing that we did not expect the project
activities to succeed uniformly in every context or without formative adjustments based on our data. Teachers
often seemed uncomfortable with pointing out difficulties
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with project activities or with suggesting ideas for improvement with members of the university research team,
to whom they often deferred. For example, during
January, Ms. Pearson at Hartwig School wrote in her journal: "I had my interview with [one of the researchers]today. I was very relieved to find that they [the university
research team] were pleased with our progress. A lot of
apprehension was relieved." However, the Collins teachers seemed to be more concerned about how the data
were being collected, whether we thought the project
was successful, and whether we approved of their involvement. Their concern and doubt may have reflected
their decreasing morale and likewise exacerbated it.
Consequently, the Collins teachers seemed to rely heavily
on our direction and support. Ideas for extending the
project were discussed with enthusiasm but were not often implemented without direct support and follow-up
from the university research team.
Implementingproject activities within their own
classrooms may have decreased the need forjoint planning, cooperation, and mutual support. In Hartwig
School teachers needed to coordinate their individual
schedules and planning to accommodate project activities
in the computer lab. Having the flexibility to work independently within their own classrooms, the teachers at
Collins had less need to collaborate and less resistance to
foregoing the project activities when they felt pressures to
complete mandated instruction.
Another major variation across teachers and
schools, which influenced project effects and which helps
explain the difficulties at Collins School, is our finding
that teachers could be classified into several distinct categories regarding their role in the project activities. During
the course of the project, we found that teachers gravitated toward several identifiable roles. Each of the following
roles seems salient in understanding the effects of the
multimedia book review activity and how it might be effectively implemented (cf. Hadley & Sheingold, 1993):
1. The technology expert.A teacher at each of the
three schools spontaneously assumed this role early in the
project by virtue of greater interest and quicker success in
mastering the hardware and software, accompanied by a
greater commitment to work on the computer beyond the
minimal requirementsfor the project. The other teachers
not only acknowledged this role, with comments such as
"[Ms.Ellers]will help us do that,"but also seemed to need
the technology expert to sustain their own efforts (e.g., "I
know I couldn't have done that without [Ms.Burton's]
help."), sometimes in a way that seemed to prevent them
from extending their own technological expertise (e.g., "I
couldn't do this next year myself.").
Having a teacher in the role of technology expert at
each school was instrumentalin extending project-related
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literacy activities into other areas of the curriculum or
other school activities. For example, Ms. Burton, who became a technology expert at Hartwig School, used her
new HyperCardskills to create a tutorial directing students how to create a display for the school science fair.
Similarly,Ms. Andrews's disillusionment and withdrawal
from the project, because she initially fulfilled the role of
technology expert, seemed to have a negative effect on
the project's success at Collins School.
2. Theemerging or marginal technology expert.This
role was filled by teachers whose early involvement in the
project activities was enthusiastic but passive, deferring almost entirely to members of the research team and to the
teacher in the role of technology expert. Gradually,however, teachers in this category seemed to become more
comfortable using the technology and more enthusiastic
about the intervention's effects. Ms. Pearson's involvement
during the project at Hartwig School is illustrative.Our
field notes early in the school year state:
[Ms.Pearson]sat at the table away fromthe computersin
the lab today countingmoney and fillingout book orders.
She seemed to put us [membersof the universityresearch
team]in chargewith no intentionof participatingin learning how to use the HyperCardstacksor of workingwith
students.
As the year progressed, however, Ms. Pearson's involvement increased greatly as she became more comfortable
with the technology and she saw the enthusiastic response of her students. She did not define herself as a
technology expert and relied on Ms. Burton, but she did
move far in that direction over the year. We wrote in our
field notes at the end of the school year:
I told [Ms.Pearson]thatnext yearwe would be movingon
to anotherschool and thatHartwigteacherswould be on
theirown. I thoughtit was significantthatnow she didn't
seem thatconcerned.She kind of made a littleface when I
told her, but it wasn'tat all a negativereaction...morelike
"I'mnot sure, but maybeI can."
3. Thefacilitator. Some teachers assumed the role
of a facilitator,that is, a teacher who is not especially intrigued with the technology, but who is interested in discovering and enhancing the nontechnological effects of
the program. For example, Ms. Pearson's movement towards technology seemed to originate with her attempts
to facilitate the positive effects she was seeing on her students in the classroom. We also classified Ms. Sievers at
Borders School as a facilitatorbecause she did not indicate more than passing interest in the computer, but she
attempted to connect classroom reading and writing activities with students' multimedia book review activities in
the computer lab.
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4. Thepassive participant. Teachers in this role
seemed to be enthusiastic about the project and its potential benefits, but they relied primarilyon others for explicit direction and guidance. Their personal investment
in the project was low in terms of independent effort to
engage in creative problem solving to address logistical,
practical, technological, and pedagogical problems. They
did not contemplate possibilities for extending or adapting the multimedia book review activities or coordinating
those activities with other curricularareas; or, if they did,
such extensions had to not create too much of a disruption to their current instructional routines. Teachers assuming this role devoted little effort to mastering the
technology. They also had a relatively low tolerance for
dealing with developments that prevented the activity
from meeting their expectations of success. This role
tended to be assumed more often by the teachers in
Collins School, especially as the project progressed.
Changes in the amount and diversity of students'
reading
We gathered qualitative and quantitative data prior
to implementing the intervention in order to set a baseline for determining if the intervention was advancing the
pedagogical goal. During implementation, we gathered
qualitative data to determine progress. After implementation we gathered quantitative data as a point of comparison to the baseline data. As explained in a previous
section, the pre- and postexperimental quantitative comparisons were not conducted to establish causal relations
independently, as in a conventional experiment. Instead,
consistent with mixed methodologies, quantitative analyses complemented qualitative analyses in service of making reliable inferences.
Findings from the quantitative data. Tables 2-4
show pre- and postexperimental results on quantitative
measures. Gains and losses from the beginning to the
end of the study are shown along with changes that are
statisticallysignificant using t-tests for correlated samples.
The results of the ERASshown in Table 2 indicate
that for the intervention classes statisticallysignificant
gains in mean raw scores were evident in one class on
the recreational reading subscale, in two classes on the
academic reading subscale, and three classes on the total
across both subscales. In the two comparison classes
where a computer program was used to award points for
reading books, statisticallysignificant decreases in raw
scores were evident in one of the classes on the recreational reading subscale, in both classes on the academic
subscale, and in one class on the total score across both
subscales. Changes in raw scores on the ERASfrom the
beginning to the end of the school year must be interpreted in light of the tendency of elementary school stu-
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dents' raw scores to decrease over time (Foertsch, 1992;
McKenna, Kear, & Ellsworth, 1995). For example, a raw
score of 52 on the ERASresults in percentiles of 35, 42,
and 49 for fourth-, fifth-, and sixth-grade students, respectively. Therefore, the present data suggest that students'
attitudes toward academic and recreational reading tended to increase, or not to decrease at expected levels, in
the classes involved in the multimedia book review activities while decreasing on at least one of the subscales in
the two classes using an alternative computer-based activity aimed at increasing independent reading.
Means and standard deviations by class on variables
from the Parent questionnaire are shown in Table 3 (see
Appendix A for the questionnaire and coding scheme).
Among the seven classes in which the intervention was
introduced, statisticallysignificant gains on variables included on the parent questionnaire were as follows: free
time reading (one class); ratio of time spent watching TV
and reading (three classes); estimate of their child's reading ability (one class); number of children's books in the
home (one class); range of reading materials (one class);
possession of a librarycard (one class); number of trips
to the library(one class); and reading for enjoyment at
home (two classes). None of the decreases in means
were statisticallysignificant. Among the seven classes, the
following pattern of increases was noted: One class had
four statisticallysignificant increases (Ms. Palmer at
Hartwig), one class had three statisticallysignificant increases (Ms. Broward at Collins); one class had two statistically significant increases (Ms. Sievers at Borders
School), and three classes had one statisticallysignificant
increase (Ms. Andrews at Collins School, Ms. Burton at
Hartwig, and Ms. Morrisat Borders School). No statistically significant increases or decreases on the variables identified in the Parent questionnaire were observed in Ms.
Pearson's class at Hartwig School or in either of the comparison classes. The statisticalsignificance of any one
pre- to postintervention comparison reported here is limited by the number of comparisons, by the small number
of comparison classes, and by the fact that students were
not assigned randomly to classes. Nonetheless, there is a
pattern of statisticallysignificant comparisons for the experimental classes suggesting some consistent measurable
increase in independent reading.
Means and standard deviations by class for the
Choosing Things to Read student questionnaire
(Appendix B) are shown in Table 4. Pre- and postexperimental means for four classes involved in the intervention decreased, two of which were statisticallysignificant,
and means for three classes increased, one of which was
statisticallysignificant. The mean for one comparison
class increased and one decreased, neither of which was
statisticallysignificant. These quantitative data provide no
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clear evidence of changes in the diversity of students'
reading that might be linked to the intervention.
Findings from qualitative data. Throughout the investigation we found evidence that the intervention was
advancing the pedagogical goal, sometimes only after determining inhibiting factors and adapting its implementation accordingly (e.g., see the previous section on effects
related to reading ability). Much of the data supporting
that conclusion came from teachers and parents who
were in a good position to determine changes in students' independent reading. Their comments in interviews, audio- and videotaped meetings, project logs, and
their offhand remarks recorded in our field notes consistently refer to positive changes in individual students' independent reading. For example, transcriptionsof our
audiorecorded notes from Hartwig School include the following incident:
I was talking[witha parentwho helped in the lab]and
she said she didn'tknow if it was due to this project,but
she had noticeda very significant,noticeableimprovement...inher daughter'sreadingat home. She had said
thather daughterhad manybooks at home before and
would occasionallyreadpartsof them...whereasnow she
observedher daughterdoing much more reading,finishing the books and talkingmore aboutthem.
Likewise, Ms. Pearson recorded the following in her
log:
Severalparentstold me throughoutthe year how pleased
they were thatwe were involvedin this researchproject.
They said theirchildrenhad alwayshad plentyof books at
home, but they never seemed to completelyreadtheir
books. They were able to see drasticchangesin theirchildren throughoutthe year.Theirchildrenwere now completely readingbooks and askingfor more.The parents
were very excitedaboutthe changes.
And, on another occasion she wrote again in her
log:
I tutora thirdgrader.One afternoonwhen I took her
home fromtutoring,her motherwantedto know if we
would be doing the researchprojectwith the computers
when [heryoungerson] got to fifthgrade.She wantedus
to because Karen,her older daughterin [Ms.Palmer's]
class, had greatlybenefittedfromthis year'sproject.She
said thatKarenwas readingat home all the time. She also
said thatKaren'swritingskillshad greatlyimprovedthis
year due to using computersto do book reports.
Ms. Burton wrote in her log in February:
TodayI noticedthatCandacehad a collectionof books on
her desk. I asked her if she was readingnow and did she
enjoy it. She showed enthusiasmaboutreadingand told
me abouther books. I asked her if she felt the computer
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Table 4

Means and standard deviations for students' scores on the choosing things to read
questionnaire

Time of administration
School/teacher
Collins School
Andrews
Broward
Hartwig School
Burton
Palmer
Pearson
Borders School
Morris
Sievers
Comparison classes
Teacher 1
Teacher 2

Fall

Spring

Gain/lossa

56.00
(12.64)
61.61
(13.09)

53.64
(12.16)
49.83
(11.05)

(2.36)

52.55
(14.43)
31.27
(11.88)
54.35
(17.49)

44.45
(14.89)
44.91
(10.68)
51.39
(17.57)

52.51
(13.40)
47.33
(14.45)

56.00
(18.45)
53.81
(16.41)

51.25
(11.51)
58.00
(12.47)

52.00
(13.86)
46.68
(9.27)

(11.78)*

(8.09)*
13.64**
(2.96)

3.79
6.48

.75
(11.32)

"aA=gain(loss)
*p < .05 **p< .001.

book reportshad aided her in choosing to readand she
said she liked puttingher work on the computer.
During a visit to observe in Ms. Broward's class at Collins
School, she pointed out that Mitch, a low-achieving, lowinterest focus student, had unexpectedly started bringing
abridged classics to school to read. We discovered that
he was asking his mother to buy these books when he
accompanied her to the supermarket. He was anxious to
show us his new book each week and explained that he
wanted to get them entered into the computer.
Some of the teachers observed positive changes
across all of the students in their classes, which they attributed to the project activities. For example, Ms. Burton
wrote in her log, "I saw a lot of growth in my class in
many ways. Toward the end of school, I saw kids [who
had finished their] work reading books. I saw them completing work in order to read their book." As discussed in
a previous section, other teachers observed that the effects were more obvious with high- or low- achieving
readers. For example, Ms. Pearson stated in an interview
that she thought the project "encourages students to read,

especially those with lower reading abilities."Ms. Ellers,
on the other hand, saw more of an effect on the better
readers as evidenced from her response when we asked
her if she had seen any progress toward the pedagogical
goal: "Withthe top readers, yes, this [project]is a hit.
With the high-achievement, high-interest readers it amplifies that effect."
Teachers frequently observed connections between
project activities and classroom events that they perceived as positive changes related to the amount of children's reading. For example, Ms. Pearson stated in a
videotaped interview,
Todaytwo low-averagereadersturnedin Trollbook orders.Whatimpressedme most was thatthese two students orderedTroll[bookclub]at home for the summer.It
is now February.In 13 yearsof teachingfifthgrade,I have
never had any studentsorderTrollat home even closer to
the summertime.
The qualitative data that we gathered provides little
evidence of an increase in the diversity of students' independent reading, at least in terms of books. Teachers
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rarely made comments related to diversity in their logs or
brought up this aspect of the pedagogical goal. In fact,
when asked directly about the diversity of students' reading, the teachers indicated that they were not seeing any
changes positively or negatively. For example, Ms. Ellers
responded as follows:
I'mnot seeing a whole lot of diversitybecause they're
[into]seriesbooks and you know some littlegirlslike the
SweetValleyTwinsor whatever...they're
coming in here
with a notebookor sheets of papers,so amountI've seen
more,but not diversity.
In the same discussion, Ms. Sievers agreed, adding "I'm
seeing not much diversity. They kind of read the same
things: fourth-grade books, chapter books."
Nonetheless, teachers occasionally saw changes that
might have indirect effects on diversity. For example, Ms.
Palmer commented in her log that as a result of the project students were beginning to realize "thatthis [activity]
was not about book size (number of pages)--but to read
whatever interests them and use this reading to relate or
pass on to other students their opinions of various literature."We also observed that focus students read diverse
materials.For example, we recorded the following in our
field notes: "Elizabeth[a high-achieving, high-interest student] was observed having different types of paperback
books in her desk on three occasions." However, this diversity did not seem to be connected directly to the multimedia book reviews or influenced greatly by that activity.
Effects in this area seemed to be indirect at best.
Several possible explanations may account for this
finding. First,teachers seemed to relate more directly to
the goal of increasing independent reading than to increasing diversity. This orientation may have subtly affected the way they implemented or reinforced project
activities or perhaps selectively influenced their perceptions. Also, the project activities focused on books, not
other reading materials such as magazines, which may
have given an overly narrow view of students' reading.
Likewise, because the database activity was not fully implemented, students did not participate for an extended
time in an activity with greater potential to increase
diversity.

Changesin the educationalenvironment
Newman (1990) has argued that an important dimension of formative experiments involving technology
is to determine the extent to which an educational environment becomes organized differently as a result of an
intervention. In other words, has the computer-based
intervention been assimilated into the educational environment, leaving it relatively unchanged? Or, has the in-
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tervention been accommodated, thus fundamentally altering the educational environment (see Reinking, Labbo, &
McKenna, in press)? This question is important because
technology has often been argued to stimulate, if not demand, positive transformationsin instruction (cf.
InternationalSociety for Technology in Education, 1998;
Means et al. 1993; Papert, 1993). It is also important because literacy researchers have documented some cases
in which interventions designed to positively transform
instruction have not done so (e.g., Bruce & Rubin, 1993)
and some cases in which they have (e.g., Garner &
Gillingham, 1996; 1998). Thus, in this section we present
data related to the question: Has the instructionalenvironment changed as a result of the intervention?
Throughout the project, we found that teachers
viewed the multimedia book review activity as embedded
within a conventional schema for instruction that dictated
what students ought to be doing and learning in school.
For example, teachers were concerned that students acquire skills, be held accountable for teacher-assigned
work, and be formally evaluated for their knowledge and
skills. However, simultaneously they enthusiastically embraced aspects of the multimedia book reviews that had
potential to subvert that schema. That is they saw the
multimedia book reviews as promoting less tangible
goals such as increasing students' self-direction, creativity,
technological awareness, and response to literature.This
dual focus is seen in a quote from Ms. Burton's log: "Ifelt
[students]needed to see some different possibilities [for
creating book reviews]. I want them to be creative!"One
page later she wrote, "I am having students record pages
read each week and having parents sign."
On the one hand, teachers tended to see the project
activities as meshing with existing activities and routines.
For example, despite the research team's continual use of
the term book reviews instead of book reports,the teachers almost always referred to "book reports on the computer."They seemed satisfied with conventional responses
to books such as writing summaries, as long as they were
technically correct. They were reluctant to provide the research team with disks containing students' work until
they had been proofread and corrected. In her log Ms.
Pearson stated, "They are not proficient writers. Their
writing skills are very poor. They refuse to use dictionaries to check their spelling. I am embarrassed to let some
of them take their work to the computer lab." Some of
the teachers sent home reports of students' progress on
the book review activity to parents and expressed concern that students not enter magazine articles or joke
books on the computer.
On the other hand, we found evidence that teachers' enthusiasm for the benefits of the project led them to
forego, displace, or extend more conventional activities
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in their classrooms. For example, although they often emphasized the pressure they felt to cover content, except
for the teachers in Collins School they rarely opted out of
the project activities, even though we invited them to do
so if necessary. At Hartwig School especially, we saw evidence that the teachers were integrating computers and
extending the book review activity into other areas of
their teaching. Contraryto conditions at the beginning of
the year when computers in the classrooms were used almost exclusively for drill and practice or games after other work was completed, the classroom computers began
to be used for other purposes.
The most notable example occurred in Ms.
Pearson's class. In FebruaryMs. Pearson announced that
she planned to break students into groups to create a
class multimedia review of a book that students were going to read for a social studies unit on the U.S. Civil War.
Her log states:
TodayI gave all of my studentsa copy of Shadesof Gray.
They are going to do a book reporton the computer.
They were very excited and immediatelybegan to read.I
am going to let them group togetherto do differentparts
of the book report.They are going to make the decisions
on the way the book reportshould be done. Almost
everyone uses any sparemomentto readthis book.
Students also decided to create a video based on
the book, and they took charge of all aspects of the production, which included elaborate costumes and staging;
according to Ms. Pearson, "they were willing to give up
breaks to organize the video." This activity led students to
explore independently aspects of books that they would
have been unlikely to encounter in doing the conventional book reports. For example, Ms. Pearson stated in her
log that one of the groups involved in this class project
dealt with "problems of main character-and how they
would react if faced with same challenges." The multimedia book review project clearly stimulated involvement in
this rich, less conventional literacy activity.
Nonetheless, the general enthusiasm for and commitment to the project tended to balance, sometimes precipitously, on its relation to conventional instruction.
Teachers often expressed the benefits of the project in
terms of conventional instructional goals while enjoying
its less academically oriented effects, occasionally linking
the two as when we pointedly asked the Borders School
teachers in a meeting: "Does the need to make the book
review presentable play any role in dampening students'
enthusiasm?"Two teachers answered "no"loudly in unison. Students, too, were affected by this balance. If the
multimedia book review activities began to take on the
characteristicsof conventional classroom activities, enthusiasm waned. For example, in a Februaryinterview Ms.

Ellers observed, "several [students]don't come in [the lab]
as much anymore because they know that is the requirement now; if they don't have their book review ready or
[haven't yet] written it, then they're not ready to go to
the lab."
The challenge of using technology, particularly
HyperCard,seemed to play a major role in tilting the balance away from conventional instruction. Sustaining conventional modes of instruction was difficult when
teachers and students were engaged in exploring the capabilities of the computer. For example, as we pointed
out in a previous section, teachers were less inclined to
see themselves as experts in the computer lab, often deferring to students. In addition, students' and teachers'
work on HyperCardinvolved highly engaging and interesting activities in a nonthreatening academic environment that was separate from the classroom where
participants carried out most of their daily routine.
Students who had academic problems in the classroom
frequently excelled in using the technology, and students'
increased interactions with their peers and with their
teachers were frequently supportive and positive. The cumulative effect of these characteristicsseemed to override
teachers' concerns associated with conventional instruction. However, entering information about books, as a
more conventional activity, seemed to remind participants
of more academic concerns, which in turn evoked more
conventional responses.
As the emphasis on learning and using HyperCard
decreased, concerns related to conventional academic
goals and achievement increased, thus perhaps negating
some of the potential of the multimedia book review activity to transforminstruction.At Hartwig School this effect
was mitigated by the fact that the intervention clearly extended into other classroom reading and writing activities
and indeed into other areas of the curriculum.At Collins
School, where students were not systematicallytaught
HyperCardand where students completed project activities in their classroom, the technology remained firmlyentrenched within the context of conventional classroom
activities. This, too, may account for the relative lack of involvement by teachers and students at Collins. We see
Borders School as representing a middle ground where
interest in technology was high and sustained the activity
much of the year, but where there was little evidence that
the intervention was influencing instructionalactivities beyond the specific book review activities. Consequently,
some students seemed to lose interest in the book review
activity later in the school year.
Comparing our experiences within and among
schools, we hypothesize that the initial contribution of the
intervention toward accomplishing the pedagogical goal
depended on how involvement with technology estab-
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lished a positive context that transcended conventional
academic activities as well as teachers' and students' typical responses to them. Multimediabook reviews, perhaps
representative of similar computer-based activities that
have the potential to transforminstruction,are associated
positively with such an environment and contribute to the
pedagogical goal as mediated by factors such as increased
interaction.However, as emphasis shifts away from learning and using the technology and toward completing
book reviews, a more conventional mindset emerges.
Teachers begin to associate the project'sbenefits with
conventional academic skills such as writing and conventional practices such as requiring a minimum amount of
reading. However, these effects may be mitigated when
teachers more fully integrate computers into their classroom teaching and extend the multimedia book review
activities into other areas of the curriculum.

effectsandotherpossible
Unanticipated

goals
pedagogical
Formative experiments focus on data relevant to the
stated pedagogical goal, but the instructionalintervention
may produce other unanticipated outcomes and perhaps
advance other pedagogical goals (Newman, 1990). In this
section we address the final question guiding formative
experiments as we have interpreted them: "Whatunanticipated positive or negative effects does the intervention
produce?"Our findings related to this question may suggest additional research investigating other pedagogical
goals related to multimedia book reviews or similar
computer-based literacy activities.
One prominent finding was that students attended
more to the technical aspects of their writing, which
pleased their teachers. Our field notes are replete with
observations that students attended more closely to
spelling, grammar,capitalization, and punctuation when
creating their reviews. For example, soon after students
began entering their reviews at Hartwig School, one of us
observed:
I've noticedthatstudentsare much more carefulwith their
writing.They ask how to spell wordswhen writing.[Ms.
Burton]noticedtoo thatstudentsworkingin the lab are
more concernedabouttheirspelling.[Shefelt that]students feel some ownershipover theirbook reviews.
Students seemed conscious of the multimedia book reviews as public documents intended for real use by
adults and other students. Jason, one of the focus students at Hartwig School, stated, "Ihave to fix that
[spelling error]because I don't want anybody to think I'm
dumb." Teachers regularly stressed technical correctness
in students' writing throughout the school day, but we
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found that their admonitions were more likely to be followed while creating book reviews. This finding is consistent with the long-standing principle that students are
more likely to engage in and attend to reading and writing activities that are personally meaningful (Kirby&
Kirby, 1985). From comments in their logs and in focusgroup interviews, it was clear that this outcome was an
important benefit of the project for the teachers, especially because they believed that it carried over to other writing activities in the classroom.
Another clear finding was that participationin this
project promoted professional involvement. For example,
all of the teachers presented at least once at a professional conference (to our knowledge, none had done so before); one teacher began an advanced degree program in
conjunction with the project; three teachers submitted
proposals to a state conference on their own in the year
after the project. Several teachers noted in their logs that
these activities were professionally meaningful and rewarding. The active role of teachers in formative experiments such as this one may be beneficial in promoting
professional growth.
In addition, parental involvement in the classroom
and school increased. The project generated much enthusiasm among students' parents in all three schools.
Literacyand technology seemed to be especially important topics to parents. For example, we had no difficulty
recruitingparents to become trained lab assistants for the
project at Collins and Hartwig Schools during year 1.
Parental involvement took other forms as well. Parents
were involved in making costumes and props for the students' video production in Ms. Pearson's class. At Borders
School, where parents were not recruited to assist with
the day-to-day multimedia book review activities, many
parents attended a school technology fair because they
wanted to see their children's multimedia reviews, which
were one of the displays. Parental involvement was valued by teachers, administrators,and students, which is
consistent with using technology to create a community
of learners as has been proposed by writers such as
Keeler and Alexander (1994).
Finally, we found that the project heightened students' and teachers' awareness of electronic forms of
reading and writing. In this project, students and teachers
became familiarwith how texts might be incorporated
with other media to create electronic documents, and
there was some evidence that their familiaritycarried
over to other reading and writing tasks. For example, Ms.
Burton created a computer tutorial to guide students'
preparation of their science fair projects, and a student in
Ms. Pearson's class created an electronic valentine shared
with the class. This finding is important in light of calls
for increasing attention to digital, representational, and
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visual literacy (The Cognition and Technology Group at
Vanderbilt University, 1994; Flood & Lapp, 1995; Leu,
2000). That students and teachers expanded their conception of reading and writing also complements and extends to the middle school level the findings of Labbo
(1996) in the primary grades and Tierney et al. (1992) in
the secondary grades.

Discussion
In presenting categories of our results in previous
sections, we discussed interpretations,previous research,
limitations, and some future directions. In this section we
summarize what we believe to be the most important
conclusions that can be drawn from our findings and
how this study adds to the existing literature.
Both the quantitative and qualitative data indicate
that the multimedia book review activity contributed to
advancing the pedagogical goal of increasing independent reading. However, our formative approach led us
to discover that the mechanism of this contribution was
not as we had anticipated at the outset of the project.
That is, progress toward the pedagogical goal was often
mediated by students' and teachers' responses to the
challenges of the technology, particularlyHyperCard,not
exclusively by their involvement in creating multimedia
book reviews and sharing them with others. The introduction of the multimedia book review activity represented a novel intrusion into normal classroom routines,
which was greeted with much enthusiasm by teachers,
students, administrators,and parents. That climate
seemed to facilitate an increased engagement in literacyrelated activities among students and teachers, which was
supported by positive changes in social interaction patterns among students and between students and teachers.
This conclusion was foreshadowed in the following transcription from one of our audiotaped field notes at
Hartwig School during February:
[Ms.Pearson'scomment]leads me to thinkthatmaybe
some of the effects of the projectare indirectin the sense
thatteachers'involvementwith the projectis leadingthem
to emphasizeindependentreadingmore,which filters
down to the students,so thatsome of the effectswe're
seeing...arenot directlydue to the studentsenteringbook
reviewsbut the total impactthatthe projectis havingon
the school or the teacherssuch thatindependentreading
is emphasizedmore.
The pedagogical goal of increasing the amount of
independent reading was advanced more by connecting
books to an engaging, challenging use of the computer
than by the technology's capability to enable sharing of
information about books. This realization gradually led us

to conclude that the considerable time and effort devoted
to helping teachers and students learn HyperCardwas
not just a frustratingdistraction from our intended goal
but was an important mechanism to enhance it.
This conclusion has implications beyond our
pedagogical goal and the instructionalintervention investigated. A useful pedagogical principle regarding computerbased instructionalactivities in general may be that various
curriculargoals can be advanced by embedding relevant
content within technologically challenging and engaging
tasks such as learning to use HyperCard.Seeing involvement with technology as a way to mediate the accomplishment of a valued pedagogical goal is consistent with the
perception of many educators that technology can be valued intrinsicallyfor that purpose (Means et al., 1993).
This conclusion is also important because it counters the reservation that developing technological expertise can occur only at the expense of other curricularand
pedagogical goals. It also mitigates the findings of previous research suggesting that even carefully designed
computer-based literacy activities implemented over an
extended time are not likely to transforminstructional
practice and learning (Bruce & Rubin, 1993; Miller&
Olson, 1994). Although the degree to which the intervention and its accompanying technological perspectives
positively transformed instruction differed markedly
across teachers and schools in this study, we did find
some evidence that transformationswere occurring and,
perhaps more important, we have some basis for speculating about what conditions might enhance or inhibit
such transformations.For example, our finding of increased student engagement and positive changes in social interactions, especially among low-achieving and
low-interest students, suggests that involving students
with technologically challenging literacy activities may
provide an important foundation for literacy development. Importantly,increased engagement and positive
social interactions were evident consistently across all
classrooms and schools when students were involved
with project activities.
Several factors may explain why this transformation
in social interaction patterns was a springboard for extending project activities into other areas for some teachers but not for others. These factors include the
following: (a) the active involvement and leadership of a
teacher who assumes the role of technology expert; (b)
supportive, collaborative colleagues and administrators
who work in an environment that encourages independent thinking and flexibility in meeting instructional
needs, and (c) sufficient access to needed hardware and
technological support. Furthermore,the differences in the
degree to which teachers appropriated the technology
beyond project activities supports the point of view that
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teachers must independently conceptualize extensions of
computer-based literacy activities into other curricularareas or aspects of their teaching (Bresler & Walker, 1990).
Teachers tended to see the multimedia book review activity in light of conventional goals and would respond
with marginal enthusiasm on the few occasions that the
university researchers informally offered ideas for extending activities beyond the project. However, as illustrated
by Ms. Pearson's extension of the project to her social
studies unit, teachers might appropriate technology for
literacy activities when they see connections to their personal teaching goals. These findings add nuance to the
broad categories found in previous work suggesting that
teachers go through distinct stages in the process of integrating technology into their teaching (Dwyer, Ringstaff,
& Sandholtz, 1991).
Thus, although this study adds support to previous
findings that computer-based activities alter positively the
social dynamics surrounding instructionalactivities (e.g.,
Hadley & Sheingold, 1993), this transformationalone
does not appear to transcend teachers' commitment to
conventional instructionalgoals and activities. Such findings are consistent with Newman's (1990) description of a
formative experiment's possible outcomes when he stated, "[theeducational environment] may also retain goals
and organization in spite of the technology designer's
concerted efforts to support alternative models" (p. 10).
Nonetheless, it may be that teachers are more receptive
to transformingtheir instruction within the context created by a computer-based activity that points in that direction, although the data in this investigation only support
that contention indirectly. One development supporting
such an interpretationis that the project activities continued to be implemented at Hartwig and Borders schools
during the following school year after the project was
completed.
Beyond the findings related to this particular
computer-based literacy activity and how it might increase independent reading, we believe this study adds
to the literatureon several levels. First,it responds to the
dearth of research investigating new technologies in relation to literacy instruction (Kamil & Lane, 1998), which,
given the rapid infusion of those technologies into literate
activity, is of increasing concern (Leu, 2000). Moreover, it
provides additional insights into why some computerbased interventions aimed at positively transformingliteracy instruction have been successful in doing so (e.g.,
Garner & Gillingham, 1996; 1998) and some have not
(e.g., Bruce & Rubin, 1993). The results of this study also
extend and complement the research investigating independent reading among students in the middle grades.
For example, in addressing the limited research in that
area, Ivey (1998) has documented the complexity of mid-
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dle school readers' views towards and engagement in independent reading. Our results with children who are at
or on the threshold of becoming middle school readers
are consistent in documenting that complexity in the context of a technology-based intervention.
Beyond extending understanding about a particular
intervention and computer-based literacy activities in elementary classrooms, we hope that this investigation has
promoted understanding and awareness of formative experiments as a research methodology. We believe it fills a
methodological gap in existing intervention research that
is only beginning to be explored by literacy researchers
(e.g., Jimenez, 1997; Neuman, 1999; Reinking & Watkins,
1998). We encourage researchers to consider conducting
formative experiments to study classroom interventions
aimed at enhancing literacy. Doing so, we believe, would
enrich findings from other approaches to research by addressing questions and revealing insights not typically associated with alternative methodologies.
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APPENDIX A
Parent questionnaire
We appreciate your cooperation in taking 10-15 minutes to complete this questionnaire, which should be returned to
your child's teacher. This information is important to participation in the special computer project. If you have your
child deliver the completed questionnaire to her/his teacher, you may want to seal it in the attached envelope. Thank
you for your assistance.
Your child's name:
1. Of the following activities, check the three that your child is most likely to do during free time at home.
talk on the telephone
play outside
work on arts and crafts
listen to music
read a book or magazine
play video games
work on a hobby
watch TV
play a musical instrument
play with toys
dramatic or pretend play
other (describe)
(skits, playing house,
outerspace, etc.)
2. Circle the activity in number one that your child does most during free time.
3. On average, how long does your child spend reading for enjoyment each day?
hours
minutes
4. On average, how long does your child spend watching TV each day?
hours
minutes
5. Of the following statements, check the one that best applies to your child:
My child rarely, if ever, reads anything for enjoyment.
My child reads for enjoyment once in a while.
My child reads regularly for enjoyment, but not a lot compared to other activities.
My child reads regularly and often for enjoyment.
My child reads for enjoyment almost all the time he/she has an opportunity to do so.
6. How would you rate your child's reading ability?(Check one.)
Well above average
Below average
Above average
Well below average
I'm not sure

Average

7. Are there children's books in your home for your child to read?
If so, about how many?
fewer than 5
5-20
20-50
8. Does your child use a computer at home?
If yes, what kind?

yes

no
more than 100

50-100
yes

no

9. Rate on a five-point scale how often your child does the following? (Circle a number for each statement.)
Never
Very Often
Order books from book clubs.
1
2
4
5
3
Look at books/magazines in stores.
1
2
5
4
3
(continued)
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APPENDIX A
Parent questionnaire (continued)

Ask for books/magazines as gifts.
Complain about having to read a book for school.
Bring home something from school to read for enjoyment.
Talk about something he/she has read.
Ask to go to the libraryto find something to read.
Look up information in the dictionary or encyclopedia.
Read something to you.
Read something in the newspaper.
Give someone reading material as a gift.
Read to another child.
Say he/she doesn't like reading.
Recognize or talk about a particularauthor.
Go to movies or watch TV programs about books he/she reads.
Write her/his own books or stories for enjoyment.
Read about places he/she will visit/is visiting on a trip.
Say that reading is boring.
Read cereal boxes or other materials while eating.
Read in front of the TV.
Choose Halloween costumes based on book characters.
Use his/her own money to buy a book.

Never
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

Very Often
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

10. Have you observed other behaviors (positive or negative, like the ones above) that indicate how much your child
reads and how he/she feels about reading? If so, please describe them. (Use the back of this questionnaire, if necessary.)

11. Does your child have a librarycard?

no

yes

12. About how many times a month does your child go to the library?(Circle one.)
0
1
2
4
3
5

more than 5

13. If your child went to the library,about how many books would you expect her/him to check out?
0
4-10
more than 10
1-3
14. How much does each of these statements sound like your child? (Circle a number.)
a. He/she always reads the same kind of reading material on the same topic (for example, just comic books about
the same character or just books about horses.)
Not at all
Very much
like my child
1
2
4
like my child
3
5
b. He/she reads one type of reading material (for example, just books or just newspapers), but reads about a variety
of topics.
Not at all
like my child

416
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4
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Very much
like my child
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APPENDIX A
Parent questionnaire (continued)
c. He/she reads many types of reading materials (for example, books, magazines, newspapers, encyclopedias, etc.),
but reads mostly on one topic.
Not at all
Very much
like my child
1
2
4
like my child
5
3
d. He/she reads many types of reading materials on many different topics.
Not at all
Very much
4
like my child
1
2
like my child
5
3
15. Do you subscribe to any magazines for children?
If so, how many? (Circle one.)
2
more than 3
1
3

yes

no

16. Most of the adults that my child knows outside of school (Check one.)
read very often for enjoyment.
hardly ever read for enjoyment.
I don't know.
read once in a while for enjoyment.
read often for enjoyment.
17. Most of the children that my child plays with outside of school (Check one.)
read very often for enjoyment.
hardly ever read for enjoyment.
I don't know.
read once in a while for enjoyment.
read often for enjoyment.
"*18.During the past school year, how often has your child talked about using the computer for reading at school?
(Check one.)
never
occasionally
almost every day
often
"*19.During the past school year, how has your child's out-of-school reading changed?
(Check one.)
reading much less than before
reading a little less than before
reading about the same amount as before
reading a little more than before
reading a lot more than before
"*20.During the past year, how has your child's interest in reading changed? (Check one.)
much less interested in reading
a little less interested in reading
about the same interest in reading
a little more interested in reading
much more interested in reading
"*21.Comment, if you wish, on your child's reading, use of the computer, and so forth. We are especially interested if
you believe you have seen any connection between reading activities on the computer at school and readingrelated activities outside of school.
*These items were on the end-of-year survey only.
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APPENDIX B
Choosing things to read questionnaire
Part 1
Directions: Suppose that your teacher says you must choose a book to read from the library.From the list below, check
any of the kinds of books you might choose to take home to read. Remember, check any kind of book you might want
to read. But, don't check a kind of book if you probably wouldn't want to read it.
a book about dinosaurs

a book about how to play a sport
a book about an event in history

a book of jokes
a book of funny rhymes and riddles
a book about how to cook something

a story that is a mystery
a make-believe story
a story about a pet

a book of cartoons
a book about trains
a story about someone in a war
a story about strange creatures
a story that takes place in the future

an encyclopedia
a book about cars or trucks
a book about a person in history
a science fiction story
a book about a movie or TV star
a story about Indians

a story about an adventure
a book about caring for animals

a book of beautiful poems
a story about someone my age
a story about people in other countries

a book about volcanoes

a book of fairy tales or myths
a book on science experiments

a book with maps
a story about faraway places

a story about scary things
a book about animals
a story about a horse
a book about planes
a story that makes me laugh

a story about playing sports
a story about monsters
a book about my future job
a book about things that are strange but true

a story about someone my age
a story about kids getting along

Part 2
1. What are some other kinds of books that you like to read?
2. What are your favorite kinds of books?
Part 3
Directions: When you choose a book to read, what do you think about?
1. How the cover of the book looks.
2. How many pictures the book has.
3. How long the book is.
4. What my friends say about the book.
5. What my teacher says about the book.
6. If I know the author of the book.
7. Whether I will like the characters or not.
8. Whether I think I will learn something from the book.
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APPENDIX B
Choosing things to read questionnaire (continued)
Part 4
When you read on your own, how often do you...
1. read books?
2. read magazines?
3. read newspapers?
4. look for information in books like encyclopedias, dictionaries, atlases?
5. read stories that have charactersmade up by the author?
6. read books that give information?
7. read about how to do something?
8. read about people who really lived and things that really happened?
9. read books that are funny?
10. not finish a book?
11. read poetry?
12. read about sports?
13. read about animals?
14. read about science?
15. read about adventure?
16. read stories that are make believe?
Note. For Parts 3 and 4, students were provided with the root for each item followed by these choices (scores are in
parentheses): never (0), once in a while (1), often (2), always (3). Scores for items 1-3 in Part 3 were reversed.
The total score was the sum of items checked or identified in Parts 1 and 2, and the values from Parts 3 and 4.
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